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Tourism Issues Are Topic
MIA, Hears Candidates
By DEBBIE N. LEE
NO Staff Reporter
All of the announced gubernatorial
candidates had an opportunity to
clarify their positions on tourism-
related issues for members of the
Kentucky Western Waterland at the
KWW 10th anniversary dinner meeting
held Monday night at Ken-Bar Resort in
Gilbertsville.
Approximately 250 members of
KWW, an organization devoted to the
promotion of travel and recreation in
west Kentucky, heard three of the
candidates, Ralph Ed Graves, Terry
McBrayer and U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, while statements were read
from two others, Dr. Harvey Sloane and
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall.
Graves, who spoke first, assured the
organization that no candidate was
going to tell them that they were op-
posed to tourism, the state's third
largest industry.
The Bardwell newspaper publisher,
who resigned as commissioner of the
state Department for Local Govern-
ment in order to run for governor, said
that during his campaign travels
throughout the state he had observed
the disparity in the state toll road
system.
"Only people traveling in the western
and eastern portions of the state have to
pay tolls," Graves said. "Central
Kentucky doesn't have toll roads."
Graves said that, if elected, he
planned to take the tolls off these roads
allowing greater access to the area and
a boost to tourism.
Terry McBrayer, former com-
missioner of commerce, promised to
elevate tourism to a cabinet-level
status. Presently the state commerce
department has a division of tourism.
Claiming that tourism is now the
"stepchild of industries in the state,"
McBrayer said he will place it on an
equal footing with other major in-
dustries.
The Greenup County native said that
Kentuckians must not look with "tunnel
vision" in regard to promoting tourism.
"We must continue our efforts to at-
tract foreign tourists to Kentucky,"
adding that Kentucky is the only state
promoting tourism overseas.
Hubbard told the organization that
the potential for tourism development
exceeds any other interest in the state.
"However, we must commit ourselves
to state funds for this development," he
said.
Also pledging a cabinet-level agency
for the promotion of tourism, the for-
mer Mayfield attorney said that the
agency would have full state funding
and staffing.
The congressman pointed out that
"tourism is a clean industry" and that
he would encourage state educational
institutions to provide training for the
tourism industry.
4
Dr. Ray Mofield of Benton, professor
of journalism and radio-television at
• Murray State University, was the
moderator for the candidates. He also
read Sloane's and Stovall's statements.
Sloane went on record as opposed to
the opening of overseas offices to
promote tourism stating that Kentucky
has had "great success in attracting
tourists nationally."
In addition, the statement em-
phasized the former Louisville mayor's
support for complete funding for a
Department of Tourism and his op-
position to the construction of new
dams and reservoirs unless they prove
to be the most effective means
available.
U. Gov. Stovall's statement vowed to
"allocate sufficient monies to insure
efficient and effective operation of the
tourism industry." A portion of this
money would be available for
distribution to private organizations
promoting tourism, such as KWW.
The statement provided by the
lieutenant governor, a native of Jef-
ferson County, said that she will
establish a state tourism agency
will meet periodically with towbar
representatives.
Following the candidates' presen-
tations, the KWW Member of the Year
Award was presented to Lynn Waller, a
Trigg County Realtor.
Week's Revised Schedule
Is Announced By Rose
A revised schedule for Calloway _
County Schools for this week was an-
nounced by Supt. Jack Rose today, in
view of the Lady Lakers competition in
the Kentucky Girls High School
Basketball tournament.
Students will be dismissed from
classes at Calloway County High at
10:45 a.m. and at 11 a.m. at Calloway
Elementary Schools Thursday. Lunch
will be served at all schools prior to
dismissal, the announcement said.
Student buses to the tournament,
played at Eastern Kentucky University
at Richmond, will leave from the CCHS
campus_at 10_a...m. Thursday. The buses
will return from Richmond im-
mediately following Thursday night's
opening round contest and are
scheduled to arrive on the Calloway
County High campus at 5 a.m. Friday.
According to assistant principal Ron
McAlister, the buses will again depart
for Richmond at 10 a.m. Friday if the
Lady Lakers win their opening round
contest Thursday evening. Thursday's
game begins at 8 p.m., local time.
Classes have been dismissed at all
county schools Friday, according to
Rose.
TOURISM VIEWS — US. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, middle, smiles amusedly while Terry McBrayer, right, casts a wary
eye to the speaker, Ralph Ed Graves, during the candidates' presentations Monday night to the 10th anniversary din-
ner meeting of the Kentucky Western Waterland at Ken-Bar Resort in Gilbertsville. The three, all announced can-
didates for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination, related their ideas on tourism issues to the organization_ Also
pictured are Nita Ewing of Lyon County, second from left, KWW president, and Jim Suitor of Lyon County, second
horn right. KWW vice president in charge of membership.
staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Energy Decisions To Have Impact
By JAMES GERSTEN'ZA NG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A day-long
meeting with his top advisers at Camp
David left President Carter convinced
that any decision he makes to cope with
Lawyer Appointed To Investigate
Carter's Family Peanut Business
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney
General Griffin B. Bell announced
today the appointment of Paul J.
Curran, a New York lawyer, as a
special counsel to investigate bank
loans made to President Carter's
family peanut business by the National
Bank of Georgia.
Bell said a Justice Department in-
vestigation into the Carter family loan
transactions "did not resolve all factual
and legal issues."
"Therefore, the department has
carefully considered available courses
of action to pursue the inquiry," he
said. "It is in the best interest of the
administration of justice and the
public's perception of the fairness and
impartiality of justice that an in-
dependent special counsel be ap-
pointed."
Curran was U.S. attorney for the
southern district of New York from 1973
until 1975 and is now a member of the
law firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman,
Hays & Handler. He was a member of
the New York State Commission of
Investigation for five years and was
appointed its chairman in 1969 by
former New York Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefeller, a Republican.
There have been no formal public
accusations that President Carter or
his brother, Billy, have engaged in
wrongdoing.
A federal grand jury that has been
investigating the banking practices of
former budget director Bert Lance
opened an inquiry late last year into
$6.5 million in loans made to the Carter
peanut warehouse by the National Bank
of Georgia in 1975 and 1976 when Lance
was bank president.
A special report issued by two bank
directors in January concluded that the
bank did a poor job in handling the
COUNTY FORD — This ford located on the Ralph Wright Road is the first of its kind in Calloway County, but 
cer-
tainly not the last. This type of bridge costs the county $6,800, about one-fifth of wha
t a regular bridge would cost,
and it only takes 5 working days to complete. The ford was buift to replace the older woo
den bridges that have
been so easily washed out in the county. A ford is said to last about 150 years and it ca
rries no load limit According
to magistrate Gil Hopson, more fords are planned for the county, one of which is 
under construction now north of
Coldwater. Photo by lanky Marbfw
k
warehouse loans.
The president's 63 percent share of
the business is in a blind trust while he
is in office.
'...**N CBS News reported Monday night
that the Justice Department will ask
the grand jury in Atlanta to indict
Lance and three unidentified associates
next week.
energy shortages will exact a political
price, his spokesman says.
Although the meeting Monday
produced no apparent or sudden policy
shifts, the president was reported to
have promised a response to the latest
energy developments within about 10
days and his spokesman said it was
correct to assume action would be
taken.
Asked upon his return to the White
House late Monday whether any
decisions were reached, Carter said
with a grin: "We'll let you know later."
Carter summoned congressional
leaders to the White House today for
breakfast, with the matters discussed
at Camp David a likely topic of con-
versation.
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger was meeting later today
with California officials and
representatives from Standard Oil of




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams Jr. today
upheld the constitutionality of a 1978
'441' law providing for copies of the Ten
Commandments to be displayed in
public school classrooms.
Williams ruled the law does not clash
with the state or federal constitutions
regarding the separation of church and
state.
Williams dismissed a suit filed by five
Louisville-area residents challenging
the law and disolved an injunction that
had held up implementation of the law
"Taken literally, KRS 158.178 offends
neither the United States nor the
Kentucky Constitution," Williams
wrote.
"The law does not foster the
establishment of a religion, prohibit the
exercise of religion, prefer one
religious group over another, direct the
manner in which worship shall be
conducted, or explicitly infringe on any
other constitutional safeguard,"
Williams said.
Williams noted that over the past 32
years the courts have been confronted
with many circumstances relating to
religious freedom ranging from prayer
in the classwxm to the display of a
cross on the side of a courthouse.
However, he said this is the first case
he could find involving the Ten Com-
mandments.
The law, adopted by the 1978 General
Assembly, provides for 16-by-20 inch
copies of the Ten Commandments in all
public school classrooms. The law
requires theyje funded entirely. with
private donations, although it directs
the state Department of Education to
help in their distribution.
The suit charged that the law violates
the separation of church and state and
favors one religious doctrine over
others since the Ten Commandments is
not recognized by all faiths.
Williams said he felt the law met a
four-factor test which has evolved over
the years in court rulings regarding
those questions.
He said it has a secular legislative
purpose, its prinicipal effect does not
advance nor inhibit religion, It does not
foster an excessive government en-
tanglement with religion and does not
create excessive government en-
tanglement by divisive political
potential of the program.e inside today 
Ohio to decide whether a pipeline
project dropped last week by the
company can be salvaged. Energy
officials had viewed it as a major way
of getting a surplus of Alaska oil on the
West Coast to the nation's interior.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said Monday that detailed
reports of the energy options discussed
See ENERGY,




WASHINGTON (AP) — "A stupid 60
days or 90 days. Not very much."
Those 60 or 90 days, the speed-up in
Israel's withdrawal from the Sinai oil
fields, represent the only issue still to
be settled before an Egyptian-Israeli
peace package is ready for signing,
Israeli Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
said Monday.
Weizman and Egyptian Defense
Minister Kama! Hasan -Ali told
reporters they were confident the issue
could be resaved in time for a Monday
signing ceremony at the White House.
They sat around a coffee table in Ali's
hotel suite, their conversation reflec-
ting the ambiguous nature of Israeli-
Egyptian relations at this moment,
after 30 years of warfare and a few days
of tentative friendship.
Old soldiers both, they talked about
how they could exchange war stories
with each other at the White House. But
those wars, they remembered, were
fought against each other.
See MIDEAST.
Page 12, Column 6
Two Sections — 20 Pages
The Lady Lakers of Calloway County High School will
play for the first time ever in the Kentucky Girls High
School Tournament this week. Inside today's edition is a
special, 8-page tabloid section devoted to this year's
Region One championship team. The pullout section can






Mostly cloudy tonight and Classifieds  11
Wednesday. Scattered showers Comics 10
and thunderstorms throughout Crossword 10
the period. Continued mild with Dear Abby 2
highs Wednesday in the upper 60s Deaths & Funerals -  12
to low 70s. Lows tonight in the Dr. Lamb 3
mid 50s to around 60. Horoscope 2
Winds, light southerly tonight. Local Scene 2,3
Rain chances are 40 percent Opinion Page_ 
:tonight and Wednesday. Sports iis 4,






parents who wish to have
children participate in the free
'parent-tot swimming program
for youngsters 6 months to 3
years will meet in Room 103,
Carr Health Building, Murray
State Uptversity.
Style shows by the, Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held at
the club house. The first will
be at 11:45 a.m. when a lun-
cheon will be served, and the
second will be at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the luncheon show
are $4.50 each and for the
evening show $2 each. Persons
may call Becky Jo Jones, 753-
3215, or Neva Grey Allbrittn,
753-1893, Bank of Murray.
International film, "For-
bidden Games, will be shown
at 1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
Murray State University
Student Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7 p.m.
Lecture by William R.
Tincher of Purex Industries,
Inc., will give the
Distinguished Lecture in






bled by Murray State art
history students who have
interviewed the artists and
published an interpretive
catalog about their works will
open in the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through April 10.
Faculty recital by Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-
soprana, Marie Taylor, piano,
and Katherine E. Mason,
viola, will be at 8:15 p.m. at
the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Tuesday, March 25
'feu Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Marilyn
Herndon, 1620 Kirkwood, at 7
pin
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women wit'
meet with Mrs. Ralph
Robertson at 7 p.m.
Jonathan Aurora Action
Committee will meet at the
Brass Lantern Restaurant,
Aurora, at 7 p.m.
„Life and Learning course on
Basic Cake Decorating will
open at Murray State
University.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center,




meet as follows: Wadesboro
with Mrs. Lowell Palmer and
South Pleasant Grove with
Mrs. Clovis Jones, both at 1:30
p.m.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy is scheduled to
meet at the home of Mrs.
James Hammack at 1:30 p.m.




Workshop for retired teachers
in Calloway, Marshall, Lyon,
and Trigg Counties will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University,
from 1 to 5 p.m. For in-
formation call 762-2146.
"Food Buying and Money
Management Lessons
Planned for Senior Citizens"
will be taught by Frances
Brown at the Douglass
Community Center at 11 a.m.
For information call 753-8938.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
will meet at 6 p.m. for a dinner
served by Group IV of CWF at
the fellowship hall.
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Final session of the Estate
Planning Seminar, sponsored
by Calloway Extension Ser-
vice, will be at 10 a.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
Ladies Day luncheon at the
Oaks Country Club will be
served at 12 noon with Ann
Watson and Jennifer Crouse
as chairmen of the hostesses.
First United Methodist Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. with the
program on Scouting by Paul
Kiesow.
Murray Baseball
Association will meet at the
Calloway County High School
at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 22
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an
open meeting with Nancy
Jones, interior decorator, as
guest for the program at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School PTC has
cancelled its meeting due to
the Kentucky High School
Girls Basketball Tournament.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Liz Hill at 7 p.m.
Free parent-tot swimming
classes will begin at the
Murray State swimming pool
with children from 6 months to
18 months from 3:30 to 4 p.m.
and children from 18 months
to 3 years from 4 to 4:30 p.m.
Call 762-6188 for information.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities _ the_Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., lunch at noon,
and blood pressure check and
table games at 1 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall. All Royal Arch
Masons are urged to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
Dinner meeting of Need
Line Board of Directors and
guests will be at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. New officers and new
board members will be in-
stalled.
DANA MANSARD, center, will represent the Murray Woman's Club in the student
division of the sewing contest at the meeting of the first District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs on Saturday, March 24, at Marshall County High School.
Second place winner was Karen Bailey, right, and third place winner was Angela Noel,
left. The girls are students at Murray High School and modeled ensembles they had.. 
madein their home economics ( lasses. The local contest was sponsored by the Home




Jackson, Baby Boy (Diane),
1101 Story Ave., Murray,
Wood, Baby Boy, Rt. I
Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lisa A. Fulks, Rt. 8 Bx.
577 Benton, Mrs. Anna M.
Redden and Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Benton, Mrs. Shirley D.
Elkins, 1301 Sycamore,
Murray, Joy A. Anderson, RR.
2 gx, 74 Hazel, Mrs. Betty,
Filcher, P. 0. Bx. 13 Puryear,'
Tenn., Melissa G. Sweatman,
733 Riley Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Viola H. Olswing, 721 Nash,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara
Darnell, Rt. 1 Hardin, Kevin
Riley, Rt. 2 Bx. 194 Calvert
City, Tiffany J. Riley, Rt. 2
Bx. 194 Calvert City, J. T.
Burton, P. 0. Bx. 116 Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Joanne Turner,
Rt. 7, Murray, Edward F.
Padden, Fern Terrace,
Murray, Henry H. Whitehead,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Ruby E.
Miller, Rt. 3 Bx. 317 Murray,
Claude Farmer, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Smith,
406 7th Murray, Reuben E.
Rowland (expired) Rt 1 Bx.
275 Almo.
NOT IN THE EYE
Eye-liner is safest used
under lower lashes rather
than inside the eye to avoid
any possible infection.
—Dean. -0466g.-
By Abigail Van Buren
A New Wrinkle
On Growing Old
DEAR ABBY: I just saw you on the Phil Donahue show
and I can't believe you were born in 1918.
Have you ever had a face-lift?
If not, please tell me how to keep from growing old.
ANOTHER 1918 MODEL
DEAR MODEL: I've never had • fare-lift. And to keep
from growing old—the young.
DEAR ABBY: I read with great interest the letter from
the lady who couldn't warm up to her daughter-in-law. (She
said, "I always felt that my son could have done a lot better."
I wonder if she ever realized that he also could have done a
lot worse?)
too, felt that my son could have done a lot better, but I
wasn't very good at concealing my feelings. I always found
something to criticize my daughter-in-law for.
I soon noticed that my son would always take her part,
and it was them against me. That's when I began to analyze
my own feelings and had to admit that the fault was with
me—not her.
That was seven years ago. Thank heaven I woke up in
time to improve the relationship before it was too late.,
When I warmed up to her, she quickly warmed up to me. I
have two beautiful grandchildren now. and I am closer to my
son than I've ever been.
Abby, edit this any way you wish, but please tell mothers-
in-law to make the first move in reaching out to their
daughters-in-law. They will be pleasantly surprised.
JUST IN TIME
DEAR JUST: No editing necessary. You said it very well.
Thanks for some horse sense straight from the horse's
mouth.
DEAR ABBY: I never thought I'd be writing, but after
yesterday's column I felt compelled to do so.
My heart goes out to EASY IN ST. LOUIS. Tell her she is
not alone in her fight for sexual sanity.
I, too, was raped by a relative when I was a teenager. I
spent the next five years searching desperately for love
through numerous brief sexual encounters. I felt cheap and
dirty and was convinced that no one could love or want me.
Then I met a very special young man who convinced me
that God loved me just the way I was, and that I was
precious in His sight. I then let go of my burdensome past,
and by accepting God's forgiveness. I started on the long
road to forgiving myself.
It works. Believe me. Sign me..
FREE AND HAPPY
DEAR ABBY: Are birth control pills deductible.
FRANNIE
DEAR FRANNIE: Only if they don't work.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. lEmelose
SI and • long, stomped 128osistak solf-adaressed envelope,
pleas. •
MAD ENA BUTTIRWOIITH, left, will represent the
Murray Woman's Club in the senior division of the
sewing contest at the meeting of the first District of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs on Satur-
das, March 24, at Marshall County High School. Second
place winner was Bonnie Jones, right The local contest







What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grotA
It will be difficult to impress
higher-ups with your ideas
now. Place less accent on your
ego and get pressing duties out
of the way.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) d€,
Don't let private worries
lead to tension in other areas
of life. Responsibilities in
connection with children need
to be attended to.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) nig6P
You're somewhat nervous in
social dealings now. Don't get
into a hassle with a friend
about money. Attend to
domestic obligations.
CANCER
1June 21 to July 72) 490
There seems to be a conflict
brewing between career and
partnership interests. Even if
you're not in the mood, talk
things over with close ones.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22).124c
Existing obligations will
have to take priority over
expenditure on pleasure.
Advice you receive from
another may not be to your
liking.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
ff you can't agree on where
to go to dinner, stick to
familiar haunts for your best
pleasure. Irritability may mar
judgment.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)1Cal
Avoid domestic disputes
now. Don't blow small issues
out of proportion. Close ones
are erratic and may change
their mind frequently.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eliC
Forgo worry about health or
your work load. Stick to the
main issues in discussions
with others. Old friends are
your best bet now.
( 
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3°P.Oir#
Avoid speculative activity
now and excessive ex-
penditure on frivolity. Your




Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vi4
Don't let domestic worries
interfere with progress. If you
want it done right, you'll have
to do it yourself. Remember
long term goals.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)=
Worry could interfere with
your judgment now. You'll do
better by concentrating on




( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You could have a
disagreement with a friend
about money. If you borrow
something from another,
make sure you return it in
good condition.
YOU BORN TODAY are
imaginative and clever. Your
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word attracts you
to publishing, writing, and
some form of public life. In
business, you can succeed in
banking, promotion, and
journalism. Versatile, you can





Winners of the annual
sewing contest sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club
held Thursday, March -15, at
the clubhouse were Mrs.
Maudena Butterworth of the
Home Department and Miss
Dana Mansfield, Murray High
School student. They will
represent the local club at a
district meeting to be held
March 24 at Marshall County
High School.
Contestants joined mem-
bers of the Home Department
at their annual pot luck lun-
cheon after displaying their
dresses and suits for appraisal
by members and judges.
After lunch Mrs. Zitell
Goheen, sewing contest
chairman, introduced par-
ticipants Mrs. Bonnie Jones
and Mrs. Butterworth (senior
division), Miss Mansfield,
Karen Bailey and Angela Noel
(student division) as they
modeled their creations and
judges Jean Cloar and
Henerella Montgomery.
All participants shared in
the $10, $5 and $2 awards given
by the-Home Department.
After the contest Chairman
Betty Boston conducted a
short business meeting.
The program "Getting to
Know You Part II" was a
show and tell organized by
Mrs. June Crider. The ladies
shared their past and present
with wedding dresses, quilts,
rings, letters, pictures,
miner's lamp, antique candy
chest, old fashions, rugs and
other memorabilia.
Tables were centered with
green streamers and plants
and napkins in the St. Patrick
motif. Each person wore a
Shamrock ruunecard.
Hostesses were Mrs. Lottie
Key, chairman, and
Mesdames Euva Alexander,
Lottle Gibson, Jimmy Lee
Carmichael, Anna Stahler,
Larue Redden and Maudena
Butterworth.
Mrs. Carrie Crawford of-
fered a blessing before the 22
members and guests were
seated.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Mary Jones of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Edwin Grogan of Murray




Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Grogan
and her mother, Mrs. J. F.
Bratton, recently returned





Roundabouts are made the way your feet are
made. They're rounded up front to give
your toes plenty of room. They're
made from soft leather with a cush-
ioned arch. And we'll take
the time to make sure they
fit, so every step you










in soft, natural leather.
Slip into our casuals. You'll see their
classic good looks. You'll feel their
fashionable. easy-walking crepe soles.
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HEALTH
Getting rid of girth
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - I
read your column about the
man who lost weight, but
still had a lot of loose skin
around the waist. I lost 60
pounds and went from a size
38 pants to size 32. I feel
great and look O.K., but I
have this extra skin I'd like
to get rid of. You sent this
fellow a letter on girth con-
trol and how to exercise to
help the problem. I'd be
grateful if you would send
this to me, too.
DEAR READER — I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 3-7, Girth Con-
trol: Avoiding The Big Mid-
dle. The two main points are
to get the fat off your abdo-
men and out of the inside of
your belly cavity. Many peo-
ple don't realize that there is
about as much fat inside the
belly cavity as there is out-
side. You simply can't
squeeze that fat down with
any form of exercise. You
have to eliminate it and it
sounds like you've elimi-
nated a great deal of it.
The second aspect of girth
control is really tightening
up your abdominal muscles.
You can do this with sit ups
and leg lift exercises that
are discussed in The Health
Letter I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New Yoik, NY 10019.
Now, I must tell you that
outside of gettineihe fat off
and out, and tightening up
your abdominal muscles,
you can't really expect a lot
more. The skin itself does
not contain any muscles that
will be benefited by exercise
In this way. If you haven't
completely overstretched
your skin, yilti may get some
gradual improvement in
skin tone over the next sev-
eral months.





were held in honor Mrs.
Randy Thweatt, the former
Cindy Outland, prior to her
recent wedding.
A shower was given by Mrs.
Joe Smith, Mrs. Patty
Garrett, and Mrs. Sue Puckett
at the Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Employees of Roses
Department Store honored her
with a surprise personal
shower in the store office.
A tea was held at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank with Mrs. Danny
Outland, Mrs. Paul Von
Schoech, Mrs. Ronnie Baker,
Mrs. Robert Houston, Mrs.
Jimmy Cooper, and Miss Jan
Cooper as the hostesses.
excess skin and want to get
rid of it, it's probably going
to have to be removed surgi-
cally. So, why don't you wait
a year and do a lot of good
abdominal exercises of the
type described in The Health
Letter I am sending you and
see where you are then.
At that time, if you still
have a lot of excess fat, talk
to a good plastic surgeon to
see if he can help you. If
you're lean and in good
physical condition, a compe-
tent plastic surgeon can do a
good cosmetic removal of
skin and significantly im-
prove your appearance.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
read your column about the
surrogate mother, the one
who had the baby for her
friend who was sterile and
couldn't have children of her
own. You said the woman
who had the baby was really
the genetic mother, meaning
the genes of the baby all
came from her. Now, I'd like
to ask if the same thing isn't
true about men. What about
women who have artificial
Insemination? Isn't the real
father the man who provides
the sperm for the artificial
inseAlt ition?
READER — The
basic law of nature is the
same. The inherited charac-
teristics of a child is the
result of the genetic combi-
nation of the man who pro-
vides the sperm cell and the
woman who provides the
ovum. In a child resulting
from artificial insemination,
the legal father is the father
who is married to the
mother and raises the child.
But the genetic father is still
the man who provided the
sperm cells for artificial
insemination.
This is one of the reasons
why an effort is made to find
a sperm donor who has char-
acteristics similar to the
legal father. If the sterile
husband is tall, blond and
blue-eyed, there is usually
some effort made to find a
sperm cell donor who is also
tall, blond and blue-eyed.
NANCY A. JONES, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Conrad H.
Jones of Murray, will present the program at the open
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held on Thursday, March 22, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house. Ms. Jones, a graduate of Murray High School,
attended Murray State University for two years and the
Professional Atlanta School of Interior Design, Atlanta, Ga.,
for three years. She served her apprenticeship and worked
for three years with the Stressal Co., Decorations, Cabinet
Makers and Importers of Louisville. She spent last summer
In England studying English architecture and sought out new
sources in buying English antiques. She is presently em-
ployed with Langon of Louisville doing commerical and
residential designing in and out of the city of Louisville. Her
work is shown in several businesses and homes in Murray.
All members are urged to attend and are encouraged to in-
vite guests, said Dewdrop Rowlett, Zeta department
chairman.
The first stewardess was Miss Ellen Church, a registered
nurse, who welcomed 11 passengers aboard a flight from
Oakland. Calif., to Cheyenne, Wyo. in 1930.
iftli isefikke+Ni big
We are pleased to an-
nounce that Linda MC-
CUStion, bride-elect of
Joe Dan Taylor has
selected her pottery,
crystal and accessories
from our complete bridal
registry.
Linda and Joe Dan
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Tops & T-Shirts 10 to 18
Pants 8 Jeans 10 to 48
Shorts $6 and $8
Swimsuits $20 f$34
Dresses 16 - $28
Sizes 4 Thru 20
PARKER'S
UNIFORM & MATERNITY FASHIONS
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Outland & Thweatt Vows
Read At Poplar Spring
Miss Cindy Outland,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Hardy Outland of Murray
Route 5, was married to
Randy Thweatt, son of Mrs.
Joe Smith and Gerald Thweatt
of Murray, on Friday, Feb. 16,




The'Rev. Ron Adams of-
ficiated at the double ring
ceremony, and Mrs. Ron
Adams, pianist, presented a
program of nuptial music.
The church altar was
centered with the 15 branch
candelabrum flanked by
arrangements of yellow
carnations and baby's breath
in brass containers. The pews
were marked with yellow
bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore
a gown of off white batiste
designed with a yoke of
chantilly lace with a small
collar. A ruffle outlined with
lace was around the yoke and
around the skirt hemline.
Pearls were down the front of
the yoke. The full sleeves had
bands around the wrists. Her
headpiece was of baby's
breath, pearls, and tiny
dogwood blossoms.
She carried a bouquet of
yellow roses, baby's breath,
tiny dogwood, and baby or-
chids—all silk flowers—which
were entwined with pearls
from her grandmother, Mrs.
Rozella Myers.
Miss Dottie Chadwick was
the bride's only attendant. She
wore a dress of blue
background with pink, yellow,
and white flowers trimmed in
pink satin ribbon which
outlined the empire waist, the
round neckline, and the 3/4
quarter length sleeves. Her
headpiece was of pink baby's
breath, and her bouquet of silk
flowers was of yellow and pink
carnations with blue bells and
blue ribbon.
The best man was Keith
Higgins, and, the ushers were
Randy Walker and Danny
Outland. The men had
boutonniers of silk brown
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Thweatt
rosebuds with baby's breath.
Mrs. Outland, mother of the
bride, wore a pink jersey
street length dress with a
corsage of pink silk roses with
green background.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Smith, was attired in a pink
knit dress with a corsage of
white silk roses.
Mrs. Rozella Myers,
maternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a beige jersey
dress with a red silk rose
corsage.
Miss Jan Cooper presided at
the register table which was
overlaid with a white cloth
over yellow. A yellow silk
flower adorned the table.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
church.
The table was covered with
a white flocked organza cloth
over yellow with yellow bells
and bows at the corners.
Centering the table was an
Down the
By MRS. W.
Haven't you noticed the
very smell of spring in the
air? There is nothing like it.
Even on these chilly mor-
nings, there is something
different, a sort of sense that
makes you know the buds are
beginning to thrust upward
and all green things are
stirring.
It is such a marvelous time
of the year that I wouldn't
miss it for the world. It is
invigorating and lifts the
spirits above the things of this
world.
But before I get too poetic. I
am reminded that there is
work to do. A package of
Clematis vines arrived and
must be potted, as it is a bit
too early to be set outdoors
yet. So into peat pots they
went, and it will be a simple
matter to set pot and all in the
ground by the end of the
month.
Then there are the oak
leaves that have blown over
he flower beds during the
winter months. I have let
them stay during the severe
weather, but now they need to
be carefully raked off so as
not to disturb any small bulbs
or roots that are there As I
have said before, March is a
busy month. There will be
many days when the sun will
shine warm and fresh and
beds can be cultivated, fer-
tilizer can he distributed,
peat moss can be worked in,
and all sorts of cleaning up
jobs can be accomplished
House plants can be readies
for outdoors. Some need to be
repotted, ,maybe put in a
larger pot. They may need
trimming up a bit, as they
tend to get scraggly after a
1Sr".




can be rooted and add to your
collection.
It has always been a
general rule that for our
region, Easter is the first real
safe date for putting things
outside. Late frosts have a
habit of popping up just after
a few warm days have helped
plants to sprout. So unless you
are prepared to cover things
up, you had better wait a bit.
The Pussy Willow is one
plant that means spring is
here. Mine is just full of those
little kitten tails, so soft and
gray that they transform the
entire bush into a thing of
beauty.
The birds know that spring
is close. They are twittering
and seem to be searching fer
the right tree to build their
nest. A big green head
Mallard drake is foraging
around with a couple of hens
looking for a safe nesting
spot. The hens are hard to see
against the leaves on the
ground. They make a
beautiful sight.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Nelson of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Bailey Riggins is now
at home after spending
several weeks with her son,
Bernard Riggins and Mrs.
Higgins, at their home in
South Carolina. Her ,son and
wife returned to Murray with
Mrs. Higgins for a visit.
EA& LANDS TRAVEL AGEN1
Farland Robbins, °me
711 Main Sheet








ends — Iv Mow
far ear Sonia,
arrangement of yellow silk
roses with baby's breath
flanked by yellow candles in
silver holders. The two tiered
wedding cake was topped with
white wedding bells.
Mrs. Debbie Griffin, Miss
Tammy Norsworthy, and Mrs.
Danny Outland served the
punch, cake, nuts, and mints.
They were assisted by Mrs.
Jane Sisk and Mrs. Leon
Adams. Those serving had
corsages of silk roses.
The couple left later for a
short wedding trip and are
now residing on Murray Route
6.
The new Mrs. Thweatt is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is now em-
ployed at Roses Department
Store. Mr. Thweatt, a
graduate of Murray High
School, is now employed at
Murray Supply Company.
Nursing Sympcise um - -
Planned On Child Abuse
The sixth annual Nursing
Symposium sponsored by the
American Association of
Critical Care Nurses, Jackson
Purchase Chapter, will be
held April 19 at the Broadway
Methodist Church in Paducah.
The program is "No Cry for
Help - an Inquiry into Child
Abuse" and will focus on
frequency of occurrence,
parent and child counseling,
available sources of help,
situations contributing to both
physical and emotional child
abuse, and legal respon-
-sibilities of the medical
:profession regarding child
abuse.
Attendance is limited to
registered nurses, licensed
practical nurses, students of
schools of nursing and health
professionals interested in or
associated with children
suffering abuse. Contact hours
have been applied for.
Registration will begin at
6:15 a.m., and the program
will end at 3 p.m.
Speakers are Thomas
McEntee, director of social
services, Department of
Human Resources; Tippy






practice; and Mark Bryant,
commonwealth attorney of
McCracken County.
More information may be
obtained by telephoning 554-
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With Garlic Bread and ' Price On
Combination Salad (with Meal' 9 InsideDining
only
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good










We sometimes hear folks
question the reasons for trying
to attract new industry to a
community.
"Why do we need it?" they
ask.
Some figures compiled by
Associated Industries of Ken-
tucky answers the question in
dollars and cents, jobs and food
on family tables.
Here is what 100 new
manufacturing jobs mean to a
Kentucky community:
• In terms of people, it means
112 more households, four more
retail establishments, 107 more
passenger car registrations, 91
more school children and 359
more people in the area.
• In terms of money, it means
$2,148,309 increase of annual in-
come. The 100 new jobs in the
new industry itself will produce
an estimated $1,275,612. In ad-
dition, every 100 new manufac-
turing jobs generate 74 other
jobs, producing $872,697 in in-
come.
• The above two lists will
create $1,089,896 in additional
retail sales, $814,209 of ad-
ditional bank deposits, and
$249,204 of assorted other ex-
penditures.
Bible Thought
Fight the good fight of faith, Lay
hold on eternal life, whereunto thou
an called. I Timothy 6:12.
We are Christ's soldiers in the
world Our reward is sure through
faith.
.Here's how local retailers
benefit from the additional
$1,089,896 in sales:
$262,665 more to grocery
stores; $71,933 more to eating
places; $56,675 more to apparel
stores and specialty shops;
$47,955 more to furniture and
household appliance stores;
$211,440 more to aetemobile
dealers; $87,192 more to
gasoline service stations;
$73,023 more to lumber yards,
building material, hardware;
$41,416 more to drug stores;
$149,316 more to department,
dry goods and variety stores;
$88,281 more to miscellaneous
retail services.
In other words, new industry
brings with it a stronger local
economy. That means more
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he ms ce suoj gsuran ect onn to memory me touncung of an
insurance union in Calloway County, wholly original in concept and
location. The National Fraternal Union was organized by J. I. D.
Woodruff in the year of 1902. It had a brief life of five years before
being consolidated with the American Patriots organization of Spring-
field, Ill. The time and place presented a tremendous potential as
the home of a great insurance organization for Calloway County.
Its demise was caused by lack of local support and financial under-
writing, according to early residents.
Moonlight parties probably originated with forebears in Virginia
and the Carolinas and handed down from one generation to another
in Calloway for it was a common source of entertainment among
farm families the latter part of the past century and continued on
for about 10 years in this century. It was strictly a social event for
neighborhoods embracing as much as two square miles. Music was
provided by fiddle players and guitar pickers. With the surge of
music the young folks would gather in long queues with hands
clasped about the waists of the preceding party, thus providing the
enchantment of boy-girl proximity, prancing in and out under trees
over yards, keeping step in rhythm with the music of sweating
music makers. The fun was dependent on favorable weather and
apple cider.
But the moonlight parties succumbed to the commercialism of
the ice cream supper, pie supper, and box supper, sponsored by
individuals, religious groups and country schools for the purpose of
raising some needed cash. Local musicians, including singing
groups, providing harmony for these occasions. As the pie supper
matured with age, so did the character of the event when male
celebrants reached the hooch stage and climaxing with a "cutting."
The fracasses scarcely ever reached the proportions of major injuries
but did reach the glory of combatants being the heroes of gossip
circles until the next pie supper when a newer set of Sir Galahads
would be enthroned. Gordon Wilson, originally from New Concord,
published a remarkable memeograph edition in his "Passing Institu-
tions" which richly portrays in detail trade day, school picnics, pie
suppers and other unforgettable institutions of yesterday.
Before leaving the more pleasurable ways of life for pioneers,
other noteworthy events can be remembered. The gathering of the
harvest included that of corn, king of the food chain making possible
survival on the frontier. In favorable autumn conditions, the two-
horse wagon provided the vehicle of transporting corn to the cribs,
however under less favorable circumstances a ground slide, fashioned
in the way of a snow sled, served as the device for hauling out the
crop, but must admit had limited capacity of a barrel or less. The
two-horse wagon with three-foot sideboards would straddle a row,
designated as the down-row as a result of the team and wagon
breaking down the long stalks. The strongest in the family served
as gleaner in the back-breaking chore behind the wagon in addition
to keeping a sharp lookout for ears overlooked by the side-row
pickers taking two rows in a through. Women and children assisted
in the work as well as in all other labors on the farm for this was
an epoch in farming when the common laws of necessity did not
need an.. Equal Rights Amendment sanction. Be that as it may,
gathering of the corn was a joyful event even under the most
adverse circumstances.
To Be Continued
rEfrI L/ E3— IRA/414N 5711-F
Garrott's Galley By M. C. Garmtl
This Girls' Basketball Team
Played In County 65 Years Ago
All the excitement generated by the
Calloway County High School girls'
basketball team going to the state
championship tournament this week
has surfaced this historical story of
girls' basketball in the county.
I thought girls' basketball was
something relatively new — having
been cranked off in a big equal rights
push a few years back — but, no,
Calloway County girls were playing
basketball 65 years ago.
The 10 girls and their coach pictured
here were playing basketball at the one-
room Harding School west of town in
1914. The school, long since gone, was
located in the wooded area just across
from the Gingles Wallis farm on 121
north.
Four of them as well as their
"COACH," Connie Magness, 161114
Main Street, are still living. His sister,
Essie, was the teacher as well as a
member of the team. The other nine
players included: Pearl Jones, Opal
Robinson, Lochie Broach, Gladys
Huffvine, sisters Bruce and Ola
Robinson, Rella Wilson, Vonnie Wilson
and Hazel Nanny.
++++++
Pearl Jones, I've learned, went on to
marry Bernard Cherry. Opal Robinson
is now Mrs. Opal Pitman McCuiston
and lives at 508 Olive. She is the mother
of Dr. W. J. Pitman of the Murray State
biological sciences faculty. Lochie
Broach married the late George Hart,
former mayor of Murray and president
of the Bank of Murray. She lives at 1313
Payne Street, with her daughter,
Lochie 1,andolt, living just across the
back yard.
Gladys Huffvine later taught at
Harding and married Tellus Chambers,
at one time superintendent of schools at
Benton. They now live in Texas.
Bruce Robinson married Harry
Jones, a carpenter and farmer in the
Penny community. She died in 1951 at
the age 53 and was the mother of Billie
Cohoon, Jimmy Jones, Dorothy Blakely
of Kirksey and Mildred Rudolph of
Ballard County. Jimmy still lives on
their parents' home place.
Her sister, Ola, married Newell
Kemp and they lived "up north" before
he retired and returned to Murray
where he was with the police force for a
while.
Rella Wilson and her husband, Claud
Farmer, are retired and live on 94 west
near their daughter, Wanda (Mrs. Joe)
Dick. Another daughter, Ann Cain,
lives in Kirkwood, Mo., and a son,
Edward, lives in Lone Oak.
Vonnie Wilson married Jesse Marine,
a Kirksey farmer, and had four
children, two of whom are still living —
Mrs. Howard Bazzell, Route 2, and Mrs.
Mildred Myers of Murray. She died in
1956 and her husband two years later.
Hazel Nanny, a sister of retired
postmaster Lester Nanny, building
contractor Earl Nanny, local
businessman John Nanny, and Laura
Nell (Mrs. Cliff) Cochran, married
Ewin Douglas, a farmer in the Cold-
water community. One son, William H.,
lives in Houston, Tex., and another son,
Leslie, lives near Coldwater.
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THE HARDING GIRLS — Front row, left to right lochie (Mrs. George Hart)
Broach, Gladys (Mrs. Tellus Chambers) Huffvine, "Coach" Connie
Magness, Ola (Mrs. Newell Kemp) Robinson and Bruce (Mrs. Harry Jones)
Robinson. Middle row, from the left, Pearl (Mrs. Bernard Cherry) Jones,
Rella (Mrs. Claud Farmer) Wilson, Opal (Mrs. McCuiston) Robinson and
Hazel (Mrs. Ewin Douglas) Nanny. In the back, from the left, Vonnie (Mrs.
Jessie Marine) Wilson and their teacher, Essie Magness.
A far cry from the girls' free-
wheeling uniforms of today, the Har-
ding girls played their basketball in
middy blouses with large, black,
triangular scarfs and full skirts or
cotton sateen bloomers — all made by
their mothers.
Their only goal was homemade and
mounted on a tree at one end of a dirt,
hard-pan court, hand-lined with lime.
"I don't remember where we got the
ball," Mrs. Hart recalled. "We only had
the one, and I suppose we all chipped in
to buy it. They certainly didn't cost
anything like they do today, though."
Most of the girls' basketball was
played among themselves as there
were few girls' teams of any organized
consequence in these parts then,
although Mrs. McCuiston recalls going
to Lynn Grove to play the girls there. "I
remember it," she said, "because I
hurt my back in the game."
-+-+++++
"The team was all Connie's idea,"
Mrs. Hart went on. "He was just a teen-
ager at the time and was the only one
who knew anything about the game.
Since there weren't enough boys in the
school for a team, he just got us girls
together and taught us."
Raymond Workman, who lives near
Penny, and his brother, Earl, who lives
in California, were two of those too-few
Letter To The Editor
Owes Apology
Dear Editor:
I have been told I owe the C.C.H.S.
Varsity cheerleaders an apology.
I was told the varsity cheered every
other girls game and since I didn't
travel out of town for games maybe
that's why I hadn't seen them.
Seems I have done a big injustice to
the varsity and if those girls went to as
many games as Jr. Varsity PLUS boys
games, that's far to many going on.
There are 4 to 5 games a week, every
night, but, Wednesday. I didn't realize
there were so many games, did you'
How do these students keep going'
So parents, grandparents, aunts,
uncles it seems we're expected to go sit
on hard bleachers and support the
school and team but if you have an
opinion keep your mouth shut unless
you can agree with the way things are.






All of the Harding School students
walked at least a mile or more to and
from their reading, writing and arith-
metic classes from their farm homes,
and brought their lunches in molasses
pails whose tight lids kept out ants and
insects.
They drank water from a cistern fed
by rain water flowing down a wooden
trough from the roof of the school, and
they all drank from the same dipper.
They went to school about six months
out of the year, most of the time
barefooted, and went straight to the
fields to hoe tobacco or corn when they
got home. Although heated by a wood
stove, school was dismissed until spring
when cold weather arrived.
"We would go barefooted until there
was ice in the hog trough," Mrs. Mc-
Cuiston laughed. "When that happened,
we knew it was time to put on our
shoes."
++++++
Only Mrs. McCuiston, Mrs. Hart,
Mrs. Chambers, Mrs. Farmer and
Magness are left from this Harding
School team, and "Coach" Magness
currently is a patient in the local
hospital.
So, as the Calloway County girls head
for Richmond and the state tourniu;nent
this week, they'll be backed by a girls'
basketball heritage dating back more
than 65 years. None will be pulling
harder for them than these remaining
Harding School girls whose memories
of the game have been so stirred by the
Lady Lakers' success this season.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns apd other
opinionated articles on thiNage are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or




Approximately 2,400 children and 100
volunteer workers took part in the first
county-wide screening program to
detect kidney diseases held here
yesterday. It was the first time the
program of this type had been at-
tempted in the United States. The
Murray Woman's Club organized the
drive on the local level.
A special feature story and picture on
Dr. Ora K. Mason, written by Pamela
Kaye Garland, is published today.
Deaths reported include G. Hen-
dricks Burkeen, 74, and Mrs. Emma
Lee Hooper, 93.
M. 0. Wrather, executive vice-
president of Murray State University,
will be the featured speaker at the
annual meeting of the Hazel High
School Alumni Association scheduled
April 5 at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Miss Mary Lou Holland, daughter of
R. B. Holland of Dexter and Mrs. June
Huff of Benton, was married to Charles
R. Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Holland of Murray, on Feb. 8 at the
First Baptist Church.
20 Years Ago
The first flower show of the Nature's
Palette Garden Club will be held at the
American Legion Hall on April 4.
"Return of the Daffodils" will be the
theme of the show.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rena
Daugherty, 82.
Frank Ellis of Washington, D. C.,
formerly of Calloway County, will be
the speaker at the 12th annual Hazel
High School Alumni Association
banquet to be held March 28 at the
lunchroom of the school.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Stanley Shelton on
March 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Jones of
Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Rosemary, to Harold Wayne
Prow, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Prow,
Sr., of Madisonville.
North Marshall, First Regional High
School Boys Basketball Tournament
champions, beat Gallatin County in the
opening game, and Maysville in the
quarter-finals of the Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament now
being played at Lexington.
Robert E. Shelton, assistant
professor of physical education at the
University of Illinois, will be the
speaker at the All Sports Banquet at
Murray State College on March 26.
Shelton graduated from Murray State
in 1935.
30 Years Ago
A photograph taken by Henry Ross in
the early stages of the fire that
destroyed five businesses in the Main
Street block between Fifth and Sixth
Streets on the night of March 17 is
published. The loss is now estimated at
about $95,000. Fire departments from
Murray, Mayfield, and Paris, Tenn.,
fought the blaze.
Deaths reported include John
Jacks*, 52.
The burches of Murray will have a
cotruitunity service on March 23 at the
First Christian Church with the Rev. R.
J. Hunter, Jr., of Hoplcinsville as the
speaker.
Newly elected officers cf the Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. E. C. Parker,
president; Mrs. George E. Overbey,
first vice; Mrs. J. I. Hosick, second
vice; Mrs. Maurice Crass, recording
secretary; Mrs. H. I. Sledd,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. R. H.
Robbins, treasurer.
Mrs. Bun Swarm and Mrs. Carl
Lockhart will open an upholstery shop
at Lynn Grove.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Leo
McCarey's "Good Sam" starring Gary
Cooper and Ann Sheridan.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 20, the 79th
day of 1979. There are 286 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1942, General Douglas
MacArthur made his famous pledge: "I
shall return." He left the Philippines
for Australia when the islands were
invaded by Japan.
On this date:
In 1602, the Dutch East India com-
pany was formed.
In 1828. the Norwegian playwright,
Henrik Ibsen, was born.
In 1852, Harriet Beecher Stowe's
influential novel about slavery, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." was published.
Ten years ago: A federal grand jury
in Chicago indicted eight policemen and
eight demonstrators on charges of
conspiracy to start a riot during the
1968 Democratic National Contrenticn.
Five years ago: A gunman in London
fired several shots into a car in which
Princess Anne and her husband were
riding. They were not hurt but four
others were wounded.
One year ago: Israel's Prime
Minister Meruichem Begin arrited in
Washington for talks with Prelident
Carter
Today's birthdays: Actor Michael
Redgrave is 71 years old. Jazz pia
Marian McPartland is 50.
Thought for today: Strongest mind&
are often those of whom the noisy world
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Modernized Baths
Aim to Store More
Some people prefer a basic
bathroom. Others like the
plush look, with touches
such as fur-covered scales.
Most want a bath some-
where in between; comfort-
able. attractive and well-
designed.
About three million fami-
lies a year remodel their
baths or build a new one.
Although decorating tastes
vary, the majority share two
goals—more room for the
family, and additional stor-
age space for theircombined
beauty and health supplies.
The former is achieved with






kitchen cabinets and bath
vanities, says the surest
route to successful remodel-
ing is careful planning. For
bathroom projects, it recom-
mends the following:
• Be sure of what you
want. Equipment is expect-
ed to last many years, and
its color and design can't be
easily changed.
• Be realistic about do-it-
yourself jobs. Most handy-
men can install a vanity,
but contractors are usually
needed for plumbing and
wiring.
• If the bathroom will
serve special needs, plan ac-
cordingly. Infant care, for
example, calls for a large
lavatory basin with swing-
away faucets; wide counter-
tops for changing and dress-
ing; cabinets for diapers,
baby towels and supplies;
perhaps a built-in hamper
for soiled clothes.
• Consider traffic pat-
terns. If several people get
ready for work or school at
the same time, it helps to
have double lavoratories, a
stall shower in addition to
the tub, compartmentalized
toilet and wash-up facilities,
plenty of mirrors and elec-
tric outlets.
• If a family member is
disabled or chronically ill,
consider hand rails along
the walls and near the toilet,
and a bath tub with a built-
in seat. For someone con-
fined to a wheelchair, the
door must be wider and the
lavatory lower than usual.
• Provide plenty of stor-
age space with under-coun-
ter, wall-mounted and cor-
ner vanities. They come
with drawers, adjustable
shelves, pull-out bins, and
• other features designed to
handle special storage
needs; assorted bathroom
"linens," small articles like
combs and brushes and
clumsy articles or appli-
ances. Pre-assembled cabi-
nets are available in a wide
range of styles and attrac-
tive, easy-care finishes.
• Remember that bath-
room furnishings face abuse
every day. Vanities, for ex-
ample, are subjected to heat,
humidity, soapy water
splashes, sticky spills, over-
loaded shelves, and fre-
quent use by many people,
including roughhousing
children. To be sure the
vanities can take it, use
those certified by NKCA.
NKCA certification is in-
dicated by a round, blue-
and-white seal inside the
vanity door or drawer. It
shows that thestructure and
finish passed punishing lab-
oratory teats, and that the
cabinet meets the construc-
tion and performance stand-




illustrated booklet on "Kit-
chen & Bath Planning" is
available from NKCA for 35
cents. Write Box 2978, Grand
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A DECORATIVE BRICK FIREPLACE in the living room faces the large windows
overlooking the front planter of this three-bedroom house. Behind the formal area of the
1,582-square-foot home are the family room, kitchen and dinette, arranged in well organiz-
ed spaces which flow together as one integrated unit. For more information on Plan
HA1090C, write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to Homes For Livijig,





What's new on the market"
THE PRODUCT — A caulk-
ing material guaranteed to last
as long as you own your house.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this caulk clings tightly to
clean glass, wood, concrete,
plaster, dry walls, brick, plas-
tics, ceramic and Metal: . .that
it is highly resistant to crack-
Beware: Bathroom Hazardous
Accident-prone people bet-
ter beware of bathrooms.
That's where many serious
injuries occur. Fortunately,
most are preventable.
The National Kitchen Cab-
inet Association, which cert- midity, splashed water, mod-
ifies the construction and icine and cosmetic spills,
performance standards of impacts and overloading.
kitchen cabinets andilb.h-
room vanities, says g vanities can be recognized 
Certified cabinets and
aware of potential hazards by the blue-and-white-NKCA
often helps avoid them. seal found inside a door or
NKCA notes, for example, drawer. These units meet
that some children have a the rigid constructiorr and
dangerous habit of climbing performance standards of
cabinet doors and shelves the American National
Sand kneeling yr standing on tandards Institute (ANSI).
countertops. As an added NKCA says that while
measure of safety, NKCA some bathroom hazards are
obvious, others are not. For
recommends certified cabi-
nets and vanities which
have been laboratory tested
for resistance to such stress
and to other abusive bath-
room conditions; heat, hu-
Whether you remodel your bathroom to create a more
elegant appearance; or simply to make it more func-
tional, look for vanities and cabinets displaying the
NKCA certification seal. It is your assurance of
laboratory-tested durability.
Cowry's
REFINISHING 6 CUSTOM SUITT FURNITURE
cos fru, 13(.111 1 I 4,. 
Ref fiIrchmg & Reomrs
Solid Brass Hardware
Also
Cl/story, 8, ct KIN-hen Cobfnets or
G)veYour Old Cob' '?s a New Fart
Without Teormq Them Out
JIMZ $5
instance: water is danger-
ously hot at 130 degrees. At
156 degrees, it can cause a
third degree burn in just one
second. Young children and
the elderly are especially
vulnerable to this hazard.
Avoid it by keeping water
heater thermostat at about
125 degrees.
Other worthwhile precau-
tions: tempered glass for
enclosed showers, grab bars
and skid-proof bottoms in
showers and tubs, non-skid
floor mats, plastic or paper
drinking cups, locked medi-
cine chests, electric outlets
located where wires of small
appliances won't touch sink
or tub water, and a night
light at the entrance to
bathrooms.
tog, is not affected by sunlight
or most themicals and can be
painted after its skin has
formed, generally two hours or
longer after application. ..that
it forms a hard, waterproof fin-
ish...that it is a tough acrylic
with moisture-repelling sili-
cone...and that if it cakes,
peels or separates while you
own your home, it will be re-
Sated Without - charge:
THE PRODUCT — A white,
solid marker that can be used
indoors and outdoors.
Manufacturer's claim — That
it can be used on virtually any
dark surface and, once dry,
will not smear.. that it is as
durable as paint, yet can be re-
moved with a solvent such as
alcohol or acetone. . .that it can
be applied at temperatures
ranging from 20 degrees to 160
degrees Fahrenheit.. and that
it does not have a nib that
clogs or a felt tip that dries
out.
THE PRODUCT — A four-
way Screwdriver.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this tool takes the place of four
individual screwdrivers, having'
two slotted bits 3-16ths of an
inch and one-quarter of an
inch, and Via11 Phillips
bits. that the bits lock into
the barrel of the driver, while
the barrel locks into the
handle.. that a flip of the bar-
No Need to Forage—
Just Organize Storage
Not being able to find
things makes it hard to work
in someone else's kitchen.
But,- some people have that
problem in their own home.
The "I know it's there, but
where?" syndrome usually
results from inadequate or
- poorly-planned storage, says
the National Kitchen Cabi-
net Association. For con-
venient, uncluttered stor-
age, NKCA recommends a
sufficient number of proper-
ly-located cabinets, a com-
mon-sense approach, and
use of storage aids.
NKCA lists six basic steps
to good storage:
• Provide separate cabi-
nets for each kitchen activ-
ity—food preparation, cook-
ing, serving, clean-up. This
permits items to be stored
logically where they are
most likely to be used.
• Keep the most frequent-
ly-used items on the easiest-
to-reach shelves, between
eye and hip level. Seldom-









be placed on high wall
shelves or bottom base
shelves.
• Try to stack only like
items and to place them
behind one another. It a-
voids shuffling and break-
age. If that's not possible,
"pyramid" items with the
largest and heaviest at the
bottom, the smallest and
lightest on top. Place tall
items behind small ones so
everything is easier to see
and reach.
• Keep items thatareused
together—such as mixing
bowls, measuring cups, beat-
ers, and cake pans—in the
same storage area.
• Sort out shelves and
drawers periodically. Pack
away duplicates. Discard
what is no longer useful.
• Use the optional cabi-
net features designed to
simplify storage and solve
special problems. Some ex-
amples: adjustable, pull-out
and lazy-susan shelves, par-
titioned cutlery and pot lid
drawers, wire baskets and
vegetable bins, and slide-out
towel racks.
As important as sensible
storage techniques, says
NKCA, is the cabinets'
ability to perform well. That
means they should last for
years despite rough use
every day. NKCA certifies
kitchen cabinets and bath-
room vanities whose per-
formance has been proven
in independent laboratory
tests.
Structure and finish are
put through vigorous paces
to be sure they are designed
to withstand impacts, over-
loading, repeated door
slams, staining, heat and
humidity.
Certified cabinets carry a
blue-and-white NKCA seal
inside the door or drawer
and hive to. meet the con-
struction and performance
standards of the American
National Staniards In sti
lute (ANSI).
rel places the designated bit
into position for use.. that all
bits are protected with black
oxide for rust resistance...and
that the handle has a triangular
shape that fits the fist naturally
for better comfort and more
torque with less effort.
t Do-it-yourselfers will find
much useful information in— --
Andy Lang's handbook, 'Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this newspa-
per at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.1
Kitchens Eat Up E;tergy
Consider the kitchen in
action. refrigerator*. 'bum,
faucets run, gas jets flicker,
lights glow, coffee-makers
drip and fry pans sizzle.
Cozy? Yea. Energy effici-
ent? No.
The modern American
kitchen is an expensive en-
ergy user, say gas and elec-
tric utilities. All that con-
venient technology, from
,. frost-free freezers to self-
cleaning ovens, cost kilo-
watts and money. Despite
that, most families seem
wedded to the work-saving
kitchen. The utilities urge,
therefore, that efforts be
made to reduce the room's
over-all 'energy consump-
tion. Here are some easy-to-
implement ideas:
Locate the refrigerator in
a cool place away from the
range, heat vents and direct
sunlight. Keep condenser
coils clean. Test air tight-
ness by closing the door on a
dollar bill. If it pulls out
easily, replace the door
gasket.
Use electric pans rather
than the range for small
meals. Do not preheat the
oven for more than ten
minutes. Use flat-bottomed
pots, cover them while cook-
ing, and place on. a burner
that best fits their size.
Load dishwasher full be-
fore using. Turn off after
final rinse, open door, and
let dishes air dry. Use pans,
not running water, to wash
and rinse dishes by hand.
Turn faucets off tightly to
avoid drips.
Concentrate light on work
areas, such as sink and
range, instead of diffusing
it throughout the room. Use
efficient bulbs: a 100-watt
bulb gives 50 percent more
light than four 25-watt bulbs
for the same amount of
energy; flourescent lamps
give up to four times the
light and last almost ten
times as long as incandes-
cent bulbs.
- -In most -caseV-say-ttie-
utilities, energy-saving is
simple and involves no more
than a change in wasteful
habits. Food shopping is an
example.
When gasoline was inex-
pensive, there was little
incentive to cut down the
number of car trips to the
market. Many people shop-
ped daily. Now, once-a-week
grocery shopping has be-
come a practical way to save
fuel. It also saves time for
the increasing number of
women who work outside
the home. Sharply higher
food prices are also chang-
ing their shopping habits.
There's more bulk-buying
of on-sale canned goods,
paper and cleaning prod-
ucts, and staples with long
shelf-lives, for example.
The opportunity to save
fuel and money through
less-frequent but "heavier"
shopping depends on avail-
able storage. In most homes,
that means kitchen cabi-
nets. The National Kitchen
Cabinet Association says
cabinets should be able to
take heavy loads and other
hard use, for years. To
assure dependability, NKCA
certifies cabinets that meet
the construction and per-
formance standards of the
anencan National Stand
ards Institute (ANSI), and
have passed a battery of
tough laboratory tolls to
prove it.
The tests duplicate the
kind of stress and abuse that
cabinet structure and finish
get daily in the average
kitchen. This includes tem-
perature extremes, high
humidity, overloading of
shelves and drawers, im-
pacts from dropped objects,
door alert" water and deter-
gent sprishes, spills of &bra.,
sive liquids such as alcohol.
and lemon juice, and the
weight of children climbing
onto countertops.
Cabinets that can with-
stand the gaff have an
NRCA certification seal af-
fixed -inside their door or
drawer: The round, blue-
and-white emblem is easy
to spot when shopping.
NKCA also certifies bath-
room vanities. Like the
kitchen, most bathrooms
would benefit from less
energy consumption and
more storage space.
Just as careful planning is the key to successfut
remodeling, cabinets play a major role in a kitchen's.
performance. To get good performance, look for the "1:
NKCA certification seal. It's the consumer's assur-




In the annals of remod-
eling, kitchens historically
have led the list. Industry
figures show that a record of
$3.6-billion was spent re-
modeling kitchens in 1977.
The next most popular pro-
ject was bathrooms, with a
combined $2.6-billion spent
to fix up old ones and add-on
new ones.
In the second quarter of
1978, Americans invested in
home improvement to an
upbeat economic tune esti-
mated at a seasonally-ad-
justed annual rate of $38.3-
billion, according to the
Commerce Department.
The American desire to
modernize is not surprising.
Neither is the emphasis on
kitchens and baths. What is
newsworthy is the extent of
remodeling activity and the
total expenditures, which
the homeimprovement in-
dustry lalAis "far beyond
expectations." It pegs the
unparalleled growth on three
hooks: "steadily rising new
home prices, a huge turn-
over in existing homes, and
the coming-of-age of the
homeowner as a do-it-your-
self handyman."
Motivation for kitchen
remodeling is strong and
basic. Usually, it's aimed at
updating convenience, add-
ing working space, increas-
ing storage, and improving
appearance. Convenience
often translates into new
appliances. Installation of
new cabinets—which pro-
vide virtually all available
storage, establish room de-
cor, and form the base for
countertop work space—
was a major factor in more
than half of all reported
kitchen projects. In bath-
rooms, where they perform
the same significant func-
tions, vanities were listed as
the most-frequently used
remodeling product next to
faucets.
Do-it-yourselfers said they
were active in more than 60
percent of kitchen and bath
remodelings. Their involve-
ment was partly an attempt
to hold down over-all costs.
It also reflects the homeown-
ers' growing confidence that
they can handle jobs compe-
tently and make intelligent
choices of building products
and supplies. Availability of
expert industry assistance
helps enormously. The certi-
fication program of the
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association is an example.
Under the progra m, NKCA
certifies kitchen cabinets
and bath vanities whose
construction and perform
ance are tested by indepen
dent laboratories. The tests
are tough and extensive,
and cover both structural
imegrity--and fin-ieh-resist
ance.
To pass, cabinets must
prove they are designed to
withstand years of abusive
kitchen conditions; heat
and humidity, overloaded
shelves and drawers, pull-
ing and slamming of doors,
water splashes, grease splat-
ters, abrasive food spills,
impacts from dropped ob-
jects, even the strain of
children using doors and




NKCA certification seal in-
side the door or drawer. It
shows they meet the con-
struction and performance




cabinet selection and certifi-
cation is available in a 16-
page, illustrated color book-
let: "Kitchen & Bath Plan-
ning." Send 35 cents to
NKCA, P. 0. Box 2978,
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This white 32" metal
shower stall complete
with faucets, shower
hea0, soap dish, cur-
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First Civil Trial In
Beverly Hills Slated
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The first civil trial in con-
nection with lawsuits for more
than $2.8 billion in the Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire disaster
will begin April 2 in both U.S.
District Court and Campbell
Circuit Court.
The U.S. Supreme Court on
Monday denied without
comment an emergency
request for a delay by the
Union, Light Heat and Power
Co. and Sterling Lighting
Division of Scovil Manufac-
turing Co.
The same request was
denied March 2 by Justice
Byron White. The request was
then made to Chief Justice
Warren Burger who referred
it to the full court.
The request was made to
enable the companies to
prepare a full appeal, which
may still be filed.
The companies argued that
the trials in both U.S. District
Court and Campbell Circ.1,i
Court are duplicative and
unnecessarily expensive
They asked to be tried in thr
state court only.
Suits totaling more than $2.8
billion have been filed in both
courts on behalf of 165 who
died and more than 50 injured.
Only the utility will be in-
volved in the first trial.
Sterling was named in a
separate group of manufac-
turing defendants. The firm
made electrical products used
in construction of the club.
"We are very pleased that
the U.S. Supreme Court has
turned down the request and
the trial will start April 2,
said Stanley Chesley, attorney
for victims.
The owners of the club had
been scheduled to go on trial
with the utility but made an
out of court settlement of
$3.015 million.
Court Asked To Force
Police To File Photos
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Three residents of Jefferson
County have asked Franklin
Circuit Court to force
Louisville and Jefferson
County police to file their
photographs as mandated by
law.
Otherwise, the suit filed
Monday said, the officers
ought to be removed from
office.
The action was brought by
Harry Lee Shelor Jr., Tammy
Marie Robbins and John Kreg
Foil of the Louisville area.
It rivaled as - defendants
Coitrity Police Chief Jon
Higgins. City Police Chief
Edgar Helm and all persons
serving under them.
It said the others could not
be identified because of the
violation of law cited-failure
to file pictures.
"Officer Sam Tucker of the
Jefferson County Police
Department is specifically
exempted from this action in
that he has complied with the
statute)," the suit said.
The three citizens claimed
the law requires police to file
photographs with names, ages
and residences and
statements that they are not
banned from serving as non-
elective peace officers.
This has not been done
under the Open Records Act
and the violators thereby are
disqualified from serving as
nonelective peace officers of
Jefferson County, the suit
alleged.
"Defendants are aware of
the provisions of (the statute)
and have wilfully refused to
obey them and have stated
publicly through their agents
that they intend to continue to




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The best paid professional
engineers in Kentucky are
those employed by consulting
firms, and engineers working
for state government are on
the bottom of the scale, ac-
cording to a study released
Monday.
The survey sponsored by the
Kentucky Society of
Professional Engineers
showed that pay of engineers
in municipal and local
governments exceeds that of
state engineers.
The report was based on
responses to a questionnaire
mailed to 8,000 engineers of
whom about 1,900 responded.
Median salaries throughout
the state ranged from $25,000
to $30,000.
The suit asked for a less
restrictive method of en-
forcing the law, saying the
court should resort to removal
of the police only if they
continue to refuse to obey the
law in the next 90 days.
NORTH SPIRIT—North Calloway students showed their support for the Calloway
County Lady takers in the state tournament by preparing a spirit poster and scroll.
These were presented to the Lady Likers at a special assembly at Calloway County
High School on M,arch 14. Each student at North participated by signing their name to
the scroll. Pictured below is the spirit poster and Keith Lovett and Carol Garner holding
the scroll. Beneath the scroll are, left to right, Valerie Collie Ron Rogers and Shane
Brandon.
Photos by Melissa )ones
A Pothole By Any Other Name
Is Still Just A Hole In The Road
By HUGH MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — The
potholes that bloom in the
spring, tra-la, have busted my
right front spring, tra-la. Oy
vay, etc.
For some reason these
seasonal fissures, which the
almanac says are caused by
the grinding action of detrital
material on eddying water,
are called "frost heaves" in
New Hampshire, "horn-
mocks" in the north of
Scotland and just plain
"bumps- in Vermont.
The latter three
designations are a bit
premature since a hommock,
also called a hummock west of
the Rockies, is a pothole
before it happens. The asphalt
pimple in the highway has yet
to burst under the arrival of an
18-wheel trailer truck, thus
creating a front-end gobbling
booby trap for economy-size
cars.
In New York they are
simply called craters, the
designation for any hole not
already occupied by Con-Ed
men or too small to ac-
commodate a subway or a
skyscraper.
They are a godsend to those
engaged in the business of
shock absorbers, axles,
springs and front-end align-
ment. Likewise to kids who sit
by the side of the road
collecting hubcaps.
Like snow removal in
Chicago, which recently
caused a change at city hall,
potholes are a political issue in
many areas. Their continued
existence, like the snows of
yesterblizzard, can be hazard
to the party in power. Public
service-minded newspapers
photograph them, measure
them, denounce them, urge
readers who fall in to write in,
sometimes even offer prizes
for the biggest, the deepest,
the roost artistic, the lonlgest
lasting pothole. '-
There is no evvidence that
Nashville produces more
potholes shaped like guitars
and bass fiddles than, say,













once ran a feature photo of a
pot hole configured like a
maple leaf, "Which set off a
frantic search among the
Quebecoise for one in the form
of a fleur-de-lys.
New Yorkers entertain a
theory that the broad north
and south avenues tend to
develop vertical potholes,
while the east and west side
streets break up horizontally.
In Manhattan, also, potholes
sometimes belch forth live
steam, like dongas, the
sulphurous mud craters in
New Zealand. Although the
resulting oaths may be full of
fire and brimstone, un-
derground volcanos are not at
fault. The pothole has merely
intruded on a pipe belonging to Meanwhile,
New York Steam Co., which sprung around
supplies heat to a number of front, anyway.
office buildings.
If the Guinness Book of
Records ever gets around to
listing a pothole category, the
New Jersey Turnpike is
considered by many to be a
prime contender for top
honors in all directions .
length, width, depth.
longevity, frequency. Some
say the southbound lane in the
vicinity of Woodbrige, N.J.,
only lacks a tourist lodge, a
contingent. of park rangers
and theme music by Ferde
Grofe to bring it up to the
standard of the Grand
Canyon.
PIA Searching For New




— The Tennessee Valley
Authority started searching
for a new fishing hole for
Triana, Ala., Monday after
tests showed townsfolk there
have two to three times the
normal level of DDT in their
blood.
Fish from two DDT-polluted
streams has been the diet
staple for Triana's all-black
and mostly poor population of
1,000. Dr. Ralph Brooks, chief
of TVA's water quality and
ecology branch, said com-
mercial fishing equipment
was sent to Triana Monday to
try to find a nonpolluted
source for fish and possibly set
up a co-op to provide food for
the town.
The TVA action came after
the national Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta
announced blood tests from 12
Triana volunteers reflect
pesticide residues comparable
to levels found in workers in
DDT plants. The center said




NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Fraternal Order of Police
rejected a 9 percent pay in-
crease, complaining that
police make less than firemen.
IA. James Clark, FOP
negotiator, said the police
base pay is $8,256 while
firemen make 68,744.
However, with state in-
centive pay the police base
salary is $9,494.
City Manager Ralph
Musrunan indicated the latest
wage offer is the most
generous the city will make.
had concentrations four times
the amount ever reported
previously.
Triana police chief Joe
Fletcher said his blood test
showed a DDT concentration
of 273.6 parts per billion.
Fletcher said CDC officials
told him the average DDT
levvel for black men in the
South is 123 parts per billion.
"We haven't been working
in any DDT plants," Fletcher
said. "We shouldn't have any
concentration like that."
The contamination is from
an old Olin Corp. plant on the
Army's Redstone Arsenal
property near Huntsville, Ala.
The plant manufactured most
of the world's supply of DDT
from 1947 until it was closed
and dismantled in 1970 for
health reasons.
The CDC said Monday the
amount of DDT found in
Triana residents' blood "has
not been shown to cause harm
to working males, but little is
known about the effect of such
levels on other segments of the
population."
"Since there is no proven
harm, but also no guarantee of
safety, persons must be
warned that local fish con-
sumption may be hazardous,"
the CDC said.
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Spring M‘s Cleaning Time But




yards and fields, cleaning out
the garage, and going on
fishing and hiking trips.
Rubbish, field and campfires
invariably combine with
carelessness to bring forest
fires with the first pleasant
weather.
This spring is no exception,
Joe Deitz, chief of fire control
in the state forestry division,
said Monday.
"Forest fires really started
popping this weekend," Deitz
said.
He also said the state hires
extra help to fight the fires,
and warned that those to
blame for letting fires start
will have to pay the bills.
Saturday, 145 fires burned
3,000 acres of woodland across
the state, and Sunday, 83 fires
burned 1,800 acres of forest,
Deitz said. ,
From March 1 to May 15,
state law forbids any burning
that could spread to the
woods, except between 4:30
p.m. and midnight, when
winds are generally lower and
humidity higher, Deitz noted.
If a violation leads to a
forest fire, the violator can
end up paying to put it out, and
can also be Umed or jailed,
Dietz said.
Rains that came Monday
were too light and scattered to
reduce fire danger
significantly, he said. "They
won't help too much."
U. Col. James Bohn of the
Louisville Fire Department
said volunteer firefighters in
rural parts of Jefferson
County were "plagued with
brush fires- during the
weekend.
In eastern Jefferson County,
Middletown Fire Chief Bob
Martin said several grass and
brush fires broke out after
drying breezes dropped the
humidity so low "You could
just breathe on the stuff and
set it on fire."
Fires also are breaking out,
though not yet seriously, in the
vast Daniel Boone National
Forest in eastern Kentucky,
said William A. Williams, U.S.
Forest Service staff officer for
timber, wildlife and fire
control.
So far, he said, "There are
not very many, four or five a
day, and most of them are
very small. The flash fuel,
grass and leaves and stuff, are
not real dry. Until it dries out
more, we'll have fires, of
course, but they'll be small
and very easy to control."
But even in the deep forest,
Williams said, "It's drying out
pretty fast, and within another
week it could be dried out,
especially if we have high
winds."
When the number and
severity of fires begins to
build, the Forest Service will
also hire extra firefighters, he
said.
Williams, reached by
telephone at Forest Service
headquarters in Winchester,
and Deitz, reached at Frank-
fort, agreed the most severe
forest fires end each year
when the leaves come out, by
mid to late April. "As soon as
the leaves pop out it holds the
moisture" in forested areas,
Deitz said.
The state already has hired
40 to 50 extra firefighting
employees — "People who
know the ropes," Dietz said.
He said 80 of Saturday's 145
fires were in the forested hills
of southeastern Kentucky,
with the rest scattered
throughout other wooded
areas of the state.
-Most of them are started
by people cleaning off fields,
burning brush, burning
debris," he said, but he added
that officials are investigating
a few cases in which "we have
some evidence that indicates
that fires were purposely set."
Even unintentional forest
fires, if a violation of the
burning ban is involved, will
result in citations, and bills for
firefighting costs, for those
who start them, Deitz said.
"As soon as we put out the
fire, if we know how it got
started we'll work up a bill.
For a small fire it could be $10
to $50, and for a larger fire up
to several hundred dollars,
depending on how many men
and how much equipment we
have to bring," he said.
The state forestry division
has fire-control officers in
nine district offices around the
state, and additional officials
in each county in wooded
areas, he said.
-They have the authority to
hire pickup help — anyone
they can find to help put the
fire out. They also have people
with bulldozers they can call




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Crime Com-
mission and state Department
of Finance have approved
$92,000 for a management
study of the Jefferson County
district and circuit courts.
The award went to Arthur
Young and Co. of Louisville
after competitive bicIdding
and oral presentations.
The study will focus among
other things on problems
resulting from the merger of
59 trial courts into a single
district court.
-
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Styles To Clash When Lakers, Oldham Co. Meet
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The fact that Calloway
County and Oldham County
meet in the first round of the
Kentucky Girls State High
School Basketball Tour-
nament Thursday night isn't
the only thing the two schools
have in common.
Though both own sparkling
won-lost records — Calloway
is 21-3, Oldham 23-9 — each
was also forced to come back
after losing its district title
game.
The 8 p.m. ((LST) contest in
"Richmond's Alumni Coliseum
on the Eastern Kentucky
University campus will be the
final first-round game. The
winner faces the Butler
County-Boyd County winner at
8 p.m. Friday.
The Lakers drew a first-
round bye in the Fourth
District Tournament, then
dispatched of Murray High 60-
52 to assure themselves a
berth in the First Region
Tournament. But that didn't
saftsfy themirecalls Calloway
coach MariaSne Davis.
"We had never won the
district, so we really wanted
it," she said. Marshall County,
though, spoiled the Lakers'
hopes by taking a 51-48
decision. So the Marshals
went into the region tourney
as winners, while Calloway
had to settle for a losers'
bracket berth.
-We'll be back," vowed
Davis. And back they came.
The Lakers roared past
Heath (45-36) and Lowes ( 53-
45) before avenging their
district defeat by whipping
Marshall County 66-60 in the
finale.
Meanwhile, up in the distant
Eighth Region, Oldham
County and coach David
Weedman were engaged in
their own rivalry — with
Trimble County. .
The Colonels beat Gallatin
County in the first round but
fell to Trimble 59-58 in the
final. So Oldham, too, went to
the regional tourney as a
loser.
"That is probably our most
intense rivalry," said
Weedman, in his third season
as Oldham coach. Trimble
was unable to hold up its end
of the bargain for a rematch,
though, falling to Scott County
near 16 points a game.
"Mary will play some, but
the injury (a torn ligament in
her knee) is still bothering her
some," said Weedman. "We
feel like our bench is strong,
enough to go eight or rune deep
in the lineup."
Davis feels Weedman may
have gotten the wrong irn-
CaNoway Co. - Oldham Co.
Thursday, 9p.m. (EST)
Probable Starters
Callowtoy At erg Pet Olean At coo
Mina Todd 5-9 20.5 f Viv Bohon 5-10 11.0
Dawn Redden 5-5 4.7 f Anne Estes 5-11 16.0
S. Wyatt 5-10 4.8 C Nathy Stites 6-0 10.0
Rose Ross 5-5 16.4 g Rita Berry 5-5 5.0
M. Winchester 5-2 3.6 g Menga Thomas 5-8 4.5
in the region semifinals.
So the final was a bit an-
ticrunatic, as Oldham County
rolled over Scott County 57-31.
Weedmairwastes no time in
summing up the difference in
his team and Calloway.
"We've got the defense;
they've got the offense," he
says.
"I saw them play Heath, but
I was told they were a much
better team than that,"
Weedman said. "That kind of
frightened me. I thought they
looked pretty good then."
Davis, too, respects the
talents of the Colonels ...
especially their height. "They
are 5-10, 5-11 and 6-foot on the
front line, and they have two 5-
lls on the bench," says Davis.
" That's all! need to know."
Oldham County's all-tirne
leading scorer, Mary Wagner,
was injured during the
Colonels' fourth-place finish in
the Louisville Invitational
Tournament in January. A
cause for concern?
"I figured we would really
be hurting without her,"
recalls Weedman. That
enabled 5-11 junior Ann Estes
to assume a starting berth,
and she has since averaged
pression, or at least she hopes
so, of her team when the
Lakers played Heath. "We
were really sluggish in that
game," she recalled. "Maybe
we'll surprise them some up
there."
Another factor Davis hopes
to be the Lakers' favor is the
shooting of Rose Ross. "She
didn't shoot well in the
regional tournament (9 of 31
from the field), but we still
won," says Davis. "That
makes me wonder how well
we can play if Rose is hitting."
Ross did hit over 50 percent
(4 of 7) in the championship
game, as did the rest of the
team. The Lakers shot a
blistering 57 percent (28 of 49)
from the field in turning back
Marshall County.
Much of Calloway's success
will hinge on junior forward
Mina Todd's ability to score.
She certainly did her share in
the First Region Tournament.
"Mina played the best ball
of her career then," said
Davis. "She didn't have that
good of a district tournament,
and I think that made her a lot
more determined for the
regional."
Todd had efforts of 18, 23
Calloway Camay will likely need the swam sgressieeness from center
Stephanie -Wyatt (sticand from left), as wiell as from Mello' Mier (right)
and the rest of the Laker squad Thursday night. Calloway feces the Eighth
and 31 points during the





"We're all healthy, though
some of the girls have a little
bit of the flu. But it's nothing
Laurel County Aiming For 3rd
Straight Girls State Prep Title
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Ky. — "Any
team can be beaten, even
ours," says Laurel County
Coach Roy Bowling. "But I
feel confident that if we play
our game and stay under
control, that we'll do really
well." --
"Really well" means just
one thing to Bowling — a third
straight Kentucky girls high
school basketball cham-
pionship. The Lady Cardinals,
32-0 and riding a 52-game
winning streak, are odds-on
favorites to do just that when
the Sweet 16 kicks off here
Wednesday.
All-staters Sharon Garland
and Lisa Collins spearhead the
Laurel attack, and Delena
House is a capable floor
leader.
"They've got a lot of
talent," said Pikeville Coach
Hilliard Howard, whose 24-4
team meets the Cardinals in
the tournament's first game.
"There's no question they've
got the No. 1 team in Ken-
tucky. They're probably the
No. 1 high school team in the
world."
Wednesday's other games
include Clay County of Region
13, vs. Fort Knox of Region 5;
Allen County of Region 4 vs.
_Owensboro of Region 3, and
Louisville Assumption of
Region 7 vs. Paris of Region
10.
Lexington Lafayette of
Region 11 plays Campbell
County of Region 9 in Thur-
sday's opener, followed by
West Hopkins of Region 2 vs.
Leslie County of Region 14;
Louisville Butler of Region 6
vs. Boyd County of Region 16,
and Calloway County of
Region 1 vs. Oldham County of
Region 8.
Also faced with an uphill
battle is Fort Knox Coach
Junie Jones, whose Eagles, 21-
4, must play unbeaten Clay
County. Fort Knox was un-
beaten before last year's
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eliminated.
-If we don't improve with
basketball knowledge after a
year's experience with eight
out of the first 10 players back,
something is wrong with the
coach," Jones said.
Clay County, 28-0, reached
the tournament through
"determination," said
assistant Coach Joyce Jones.
"The girls have played their
hearts out this year. They
work well together."
The Tigerettes feature all-
stater Marquetta Craft,
averaging 9.3.
"Our schedule this year has
been the toughest we've ever
had," said Allen County Coach
David Young. "It was one of
the worst in the state, but I
think it's been a benefit to us."
The Patriots, 21-4, lost 50-48
to Laurel County this season,
but Young said, "We were not
intimidated by them."
With three returning
starters from last year's
tournament team, Owensboro
Coach Grant Talbott is hoping
for a longer stay here.
"We've changed our style of
play," said Talbott, whose
team has molded a 24-2
record. "We don't have the
.peed we had last year. We're
disciplined when we have to be
and run if our opponents
dictate."
Assumption Coach Reene
Wilkins concedes her team
has had "an incredible
season," partly because of all-
stater Gayle Horstnian, who
has led the Rockets to a 32-0
record.
"I think it's oul year to
win," said Wilkins,
"especially when you consider
that Laurel County was ex-
tended this year by both Paris
and Allen County."
Paris, 25-4, was eliminated
in last year's semifinals by
Laurel County and may have a
tough time getting that far
again, but Coach Judy Cox
calls this squad "the best
team I've ever had."
The Lady Hounds have a
thoroughbred in all-stater
Beth Wilkerson.
Lafayette must follow a
tough act — the state title won
Thstfveek 1tf81iffi-
butut the Lady Generals,
also are loaded.
Coach Kathy Neal said her
team was "simply over-
whelmed" in last year's
tournament, but she doesn't
expect a recurrence, thanks to
all-state guard Lea Wise.
Coach Margi McKenna of
Campbell County, 27-4, is back
in the Sweet 16 with three
seniors who also were here as
sophomores.
"We're a quick team and we
have experience," McKenna
said. "Our biggest weakness
is a little inconsistency in our
shooting. We're only hitting 40
percent from the field."
McKenna's confidence is
matched by that of West
Hopkins Coach Doug Harris,
who says, "We feel we're as
good as most of the other
people in the state tour-
nament."
The Rebelettes, with lone
senior Suzette Hughes, are 31-
1.
Leslie County, 22-8, broke
Breathitt County's
stranglehold on Region 14 this
year behind 16-point scorer
Pam Valentine.
"We wanted to go to the
state worse than any other
team in our region," said
Coach Wendell Wilson. -We
didn't feel our winning was
any surprise or upset."
Butler, 22-9, is in the Sweet
16 for the third time in four
years, but all-stater Janet
McNew says, "No matter how
many times you go, you
always want to go back. It's
what you work for."
Boyd County, 23-3, finalk
won the Region 16 crown after
three straight title gaunt'
losses. Coach Pam Traylor
said, "We had determination
this year. It felt pretty good to
win."
Calloway County, 21-3, has
ridden an emotional wave
since learning Coach
Marianne Davis will leave at
season's end. That wave swept
the takers into the Sweet 16'
for the first time.
"It's an emotional thing, but
you have to keep it




will be the first ever for a
Calloway team, Oldham
County and Weedman still
remember the exciting — and
somewhat humbling — ex-
perience of their trip to the
Sweet 16 in 1977.
liellienteoffigthst\lt saPimmod eniketbidyivmikessed.OlansmCla sient , ht the firstroend of the Itentecky Gbhs
The Colonels defeated
Campbell County in the first
round before falling to
Assumption by a, gulp, 62-27
score.
"I think we'll be ready this
time," says Weedman. "Both
we and Calloway play a
sirniliar brand of ball." And
differences in First Region
and Eighth Region basket-
ball?
"I think the officials call it
closer under the boards in the
First Region," Weedman said.
"Officials around here the
8th Region) let you be a little
more aggressive."
SW photo by Tow Mean
Oh, and the game time — 9
p.m. EST. "That's kind of
rough for the fans, having to
wait that late for the game to
start," says Weedman. "But I
know it won't make a dij-
ference for the players. Well
all be so high, we could play at
1:30 in the morning and it
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MSU Officials Make Quick Decision
Kirk Named Memphis St. Coach
By the Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — News
reports say Memphis State's
six-week-old search for a new
basketball coach will end




the morning newspaper in
Memphis, said in a
copyrighted story today that
Kirk will be introduced at a
news conference this morning
on the MSU campus.
The Richmond Times-
Dispatch carried a story today
saying Kirk is likely to accept
the position, and several
Memphis television stations




t By the Associated Press
:HENDERSON, Ky. — An
it+estigation continued today
i4o a fire that swept through
to barns at Audubon
ceway and killed 20 trotters
pacers awaiting the start
e spring meet next month.
veral other barns were
imaged in Monday's blaze
*ore firemen succeeded in
checking the fire, which was
discovered about 6:40 a.m.
EST by Jimmy Buckman; a
track maintenance worker,
and was reported by Lewis
Russell, a security worker
who had gone to the track to
feed a horse.
Firemen said they arrived
ten minutes later, found both
buildings leveled, and con-
centrated their efforts in
keeping others from burning.
They reported the fire under
control about 9 a.m. EST.
Is Continuing
Bob Jeffers, track
spokesman, said the cause of
the fire hadn't been deter-
mined Monday, but that that
state arson investigator Mike
Owens was on the scene.
"It's impossible to put a
value on most of the horses at
this time. The majority of
them were 2-year-olds which
hadn't been raced,' said
Jeffers.
Later, track manager
Clinton Creek said that the
seven owners involved placed
the total value at $621,000.
Additionally, the track
estimated its loss at $300,000.
Kenny Powell of Palestine,
Ill., lost seven of the horses he
trained, including four that he
owned, and Woodrow Cobb of
Central City lost the eight
horses he trained, including










• 3 pieces of fish filet
• crisis french fries
• 2 Southern-Style
hush puppies.





The hiring of the former
University of Tampa coach
and Louisville assistant ends a
search that began Feb. 7 when
Yates announced his
resignation, effective at the
season's end.
The Commercial Appeal
said Kirk will apparently
receive a contract in the same
financial range as Yates with
a $27,500 base salary. The
package for Kirk, the
newspaper said, reportedly
will include an additional
$12,000 from radio and TV and
a_ summer _camp. project that
could produce another $10,000.
Length of the contract is not
known.
Kirk was the third candidate
interviewed for the MSU job.
The first choice, former
Denver Nuggets coach Larry
Brown, could not be per-
suaded to accept.
Others interviewed for the
MSU vacancy included
Jacksonville coach Tates
Locke and Verties Sails, an
assistant on Yates' staff.
Murray State coach Ron
Greene was expected to be
interviewed before Memphis
State moved quickly to hire
Kirk.
In his three seasons at
-Virginia Commouweaith,
Kirk's teams posted records of
13-13, 24-5 and 20-5. His 1977-78
team went to the National
Invitation Tournament, losing
in the first round to Detroit.
Non-Sour Meyer
Indiana, Purdue Advance
To Form All-Indiana NIT
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Purdue
University and Indiana
University are a mere 120
miles apart and brothers in
the Big Ten Conference, but
now their basketball teams
are even closer than that —
right next to each other in the
final round of the National
Invitation Tournament.
The first NIT championship
game between two schools
from the same state in 20
years was set up Monday
when the 15th-ranked
Boilermakers, 27-7, from West
Lafayette, Ind., and the
unrated Hoosiers, 21-12, from
Bloomington, Ind., won
semifinal games at Madison
Square Garden. They play
Wednesday night in the first
intrastate NIT final since 1958
when Xavier, Ohio defeated
Dayton 78-74 in overtime.
Purdue, led by Joe Barry
Carroll's 42 points, destroyed
Alabama 87-68 and Indiana,
behind Mike WOodson's 20
points and a suffocating
defense, beat Big Ten Con-
ference rival Ohio State 64-55
Monday night in the
semifinals of the and NIT.
In their two prior meetings
this season, Indiana won at
home 63-54 and Purdue took
the second game on its court
55-48.
"The Big Ten is king in the
Midwest, it doesn't worry
about the rest of the country,"
said Indiana Coach Bobby
Knight.
If the Big Ten is as
dominating a conference as
Knight sugge.s_ts„ then the
individual king in the Midwest
is the massive, 7-foot-1, 240-
pound Carroll.
In scoring nearly half his
team's points and reaching a
career high against Alabama,
U e third-team All-American
junior center awed a crowd of
14,632, including many pro
scouts, general managers and
coaches.
"He's very agile," mar-
veled Ken Norton, the long-
time coach at Manhattan and
now a member of the NIT
Selection Committee. "And
what a touch he has."
"He has a real good touch
foe' a big man," observed
Butch Beard, assistant coach
of the New York Knicks of the
National Basketball
Association.
The Crimson Tide, 21-11,
used three players — Eddie
Phillips, Phil Lockett and
Reggie King, the Southeastern
Conference Player of the Year
— in trying to defense Carroll.
But none could stop his
sweeping righthanded hook
shots, his soft layups or his
one-handed slam dunks.
Phillips and Lockett both
fouled out and King was taken
off Carroll after getting two
quick fouls.
Carroll, a 22.6 scorer during
the regular season with a high
of 36 against Iowa, hit all eight
of his field goals attempts and
collected 20 points in the first
half when the Boilermakers,
Big Ten tri-champions, took a
commanding 43-3,2 lead.
He added ?a points after
intermission as the potent and
poised Boilermakers broke
open the game.
"Joe Barry played a great
game, an exceptional game,"
said Purdue Coach Lee Rose.
"But he's played like this all
year. I don't think he's played
iuiy bitterr,-biat -he—has yed-
this well."
"We tried to double up on
Carroll," said Alabama Coach
C.M. Newton, "but we had
DePaul Coach, Beseeched By Media, Maintains
Patience As Blue Demons Head For Salt Lake City
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO — In his 37th year as a
college coach, Ray Meyer finally has
the nation's media hovering at his
doorstep,— and in his office and his
home — but he's anxious to get back to
basketball.
"From 7:30 this morning until 5:30
tonight I was being interviewed by
either a newspaper or radio or TV
station from Boston to California,"
DePaul's affable opch said Monday
night.
He expected more of the same this
morning. A local television station
planned to spend the day with him and
he was to appear on a network show.
Even his wife was going to be in-
terviewed.
All because his Blue Demons,
unranked almost all season, surprised
the nation by making it to the Final
Four of the NCAA tournament and a
date Saturday with top-ranked and
undefeated Indiana State.
But, starting at noon today, Meyer
was to declare a moratorium on in-
SOCCER
CHICAGO — Represen-
tatives of the North American
Soccer League Players'
Association decided that if
owners do not recognize the
union by March 30 the players
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terviews until practice was over.
He needs time to figure out how to
hold All-American Larry Bird to his
usual outstanding game and still beat
the Sycamores.
"I want to have time to coach," he
said. owe it to the school, to the team
and to myself. I have to prepare. I want
to be fair and accommodating to all the
press but I can't just ignore the team."
One of Meyer's primary concerns is
the left knee of Curtis Watkins, the man
slated to put the clamps on Bird. He
strained a ligament -when teammate
Mark Aguirre fell on him late in
Saturday's 95-91 upset of UCLA in the
finals of the West Regional.
Meyer said he thinks Watkins will be
at full strength Saturday and his
assistant, son Joey Meyer, said, "the
doctor seems very confident. That's all
you can go by."
The team had the day off Monday, but
Watkins will not practice before
Thursday. If he can't play against
Indiana State, seldom-used reserves
Bill Madey and Dennis McGuire will fill
in, said Ray Meyer.
"Right now Michigan State is playing
the best of all the colleges," he said.
"I'd much prefer to play Indiana State
now than Michigan State. I'm sure
Indiana State would rather play us than
Michigan State." The Spartans play
Penn in the other semifinal.
DePaul and Indiana State run a lot
and Meyer expects a highscoring game.
Joey Meyer says DePaul will start in
a man-to-man defense, as usual, then
adjust as the situation changes. His
approach to Bird? "We're figuring
more on letting him get his points and
us just stopping everybody else."
Win or lose, Ray Meyer says he's
already achieved his main goal —
reaching the Final Four for the first
time in his legendary career with
tournament wins over Southern
California, Marquette and UCLA.
"That is more important than the
championship," he said. "When we
played USC we said Just one more
game. Then when we played
Marquette, we said just one more, then
with UCLA we said one more. Now we








Garland and Lisa Collins, who
have collected their share of
I ionors by leading Laurel
County to back-to-back state
championships, top this year's
Associated Press girls high
school all-state basketball
team.
They are among seven
players named to the first and
second teams who will be in
action this week at the girls'
Sweet 16 tournament at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Laurel County assistant
coach Rex Fredericks, sub-
bing for ailing head coach Roy
Bowling, praised Garland and
ClIllins in a recent interview
"They've had a lot of sut
cess and helped us win a lot of
games, although neither one
does a lot of scoring,"
Fredericks said. "We feature
a balanced offense."
Garland, a 5-foot-11 seni,
center, and the 5-10 Collin,
averaged 16.2 and 13.8 point,'
respectively, as the Cardinals
extended their winning streak
to 52 games
Collins, a junior, played
guard, but was selected to a
forward position by a
statewide panel of sport-
swriters and broadcasters.
Al named to the first team
were guard Regina Carroll,
who averaged 19 poin's per
game for Russell; gua •ci Lea
Wise. who tallied 22 f (lintS a
game for Region 11 c' ,anipion
Lexington Lafayette, and Beth
Wilkerson, a 19-point scorer
for Region 10 champion Paris.
Wilkerson, like Collins, was
chiefly a guard, but was voted
to a forward position.
All but Carroll will be in this
week's turnament.
Three players named to the
second all-state team also will
play in Richniond — Gayle
Horstnian if Louisville
Assumption, Marquette Craft
of Clay County and Janet
McNew if Louisville Butler.
Also named were
Prestonsburg forward Dee
Dee Music, whose 34.6-point
average was tops among the
le selectees. • and Pulaski
County sophomore guard Lori
Hines, a 16.1 scorer.
HinPq and Collins were the
only non-seniors named to the
two teams.
Craft averaged 9.3 points at
guard for undefeated Region
13 champion Clay County.
kMcNew, a 6-1 center,
averaged 16 points, while
leading Region 6 champion
Butler to the Sweet 16 for the
third time in four years.
trouble because their guards
played so well."
Of the Boilermakers'
guards, Jerry Sichting scored
20 points and had seven
assists, and Brian Walker
contributed nine assists.
King and Robert Scott
scored 21 points apiece for
Alabama, which faces Ohio
State in the third-place game
preceding the title contest.
"Don't make the mistake of
thinking that Carroll is a one-
man team," warned Knight.
"They (the Boilermakers)
have some good guards who
can h-urt you."
Still, Carroll was awesome
against Alabama. His point
production equalled the sixth
highest total in NIT history —
the record is 65 by Anthony
Roberts of Oral Roberts in
1977. In four NIT games,
Carroll has accumulated 112
points, only 17 shy of the all-
time record set by Bobby
Lloyd of Rutgers in 1967.
Neither is Indiana a one-
man team.
In addition to Woollen's
team-high total against Ohio
State, guards Butch Carter
and Randy Wittman each
scored 12 points and combined
for 12 assists, while center
Ray Tolbert had 10 points and
a game-high 10 rebounds.
Kelvin Ransey led Ohio
State, 19-11, with 25 points and
center Herb Williams scored
14.
But the Buckeyes' inability
to get the ball consistently into
Williams against Indiana's
tight zone defense was costly.
The 6-10 Williams, a 19.9
scorer during the season, took
only eight shots against the
Hoosiers.
"Indiana's defense
collapsed on Williams," said
Ohio State Coach Eldon
Miller. "We had no balanced
offense to overcome this.
Indiana plays as good a
defense as any team in the
country."
Wilson, Parker To Play
In Derby Festival Event
LOUISVILLE — Tony
Wilson of Lexington Lafayette
and Joe Parker of Louisville
Central have been chosen to
complete Kentucky's part of
the Kentucky-Indiana team
that will play the United
States All:Stars in the Derby
Festival Classic basketball
games next month.
The two were selected
Mon ay—by -promoter Mar'
Rein, who termed it a "tough
decision."
Rein's first three selections
were guard Dirk Minniefield
of Lafayette, forward Charles
Hurt of Shelby County and
center Melvin Turpin of
Lexington Bryan Station.
The Derby Festival series
opens with an 8 p.m. game
April 28 in Louisville's
Freedom Hall. It switches to
Lexington the next day for a 4
p.m. game at Rupp Arena.
Indiana will be represented
by Steve Bouchie of
VrashIllir 6e-,--LeFoy-Suffn -
South Bend Adams, Eric
Williams of South Bend




TUESDAY, APRIL 3 - 7:30 PM
MURRAY STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission: reserved $6.00 (children 12 & under $4.00)
g.a. $5.00 (children 12 & under $3.00)
On saki: Murray • Peoples Bank (Downtown), Bank of
Murray (Downtown) and Dennison &
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton (Benton). G atlin's Music Center
(Paducah), Sultivan's Drug Store (Paris) and








If you qualify for the Short Form, we charge
a very low price. But even if you need the
Long Form, the simpler the return, the less
we charge. That's another reason why you
should let H&R Block do your taxes.
WM BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat,
No Appointment Necessary (Appts. Available)
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
eiperience and a good background, then dri yourself 'a favor afld con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt,
4 
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BASEBALL — Murray State (4-1) vs Nor-
thwestern, Chicago Circle; Reagan Field; First
game, 1 p.m. ( weather permitting)
TRACK — Murray State men vs. Southeast
Missouri, Roy Stewart Stadium, 3 p.m.
Wednesday
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Northwestern,
Chicago Circle; First game, 1 p.m.
Thursday
TENNIS — Murray State men (40) vs
Michigan State, 2:30 p.m., Murray Tennis Com-
plex; Murray State women (5-1) vs Austin Peay,
Clarksville, Tenn.
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Northwestern,
Chicago Circle; First game, 1 p.m.
Friday
BASEBALL — Murray State vs Northwestern,
Iowa State First game, 1 p.m.
Saturday
. BASEBALL — Murray State vs Northwestern,
Iowa State, First game, 1 p.m.
TRACK — Murray State men, women at
Florida Relays; Gainesville, Fla.
TENNIS — Murray State men in 4-team meet







FORT MYERS, Fla. —
Whitey Herzog, manager of
the Kansas City Royals, hopes
baseball settles its current
squabble with the umpires in a
hurry because he-mtsses tils
friends in blue.
Really?
"Sure I miss 'em," Herzog
said. "The guys who are filling
in are trying hard, but they're
just not very good. We had a
home plate umpire the other
day who must have missed 50
pitches. Most of them were
ours because we lost the game
14-0."
Herzog, never shy when it
comes to dealing with the
umps, says a manager must
know when and how to argue
with them. "Last year,
George I3amberger led the
league in getting bounced,"
the Royals' manager said of
his counterpart with the
Milwaukee Brewers. "You
know why? He didn't know
how to do it. He never
managed before. He never
was on the coaching lines
before. He didn't know how to
go about it."
In 1973, when Herzog was
fired in September as rookie
manager of the Texas
Rangers, he left as the league
leader in ejections with seven
for the season. "At the winter
meetings, Earl Weaver
(Baltimore's manager) came
up yelling in that high-pitched
voice of his, 'I tied ya. I tied
ye!' He got his seventh thumb
in that last month."
Herzog learned abo.ut
umpirebaiting techniques in
that first year as a manager.
"You can't yell on every play
and every pitch," he said.
"And sometimes you holler
when you know you won't win
because it might give you the
edge on the next close call."
Herzog said the strangest
argument with an umpire
came last season with Ken
Kaiser, a former professional
wrestler who joined the
American League-
1977.
"He had been with us in
spring training and worked
about 10 games," Herzog said.
"Now the season starts and he
blows a call at first base. I
come out and before I can
open my mouth, he's all over
me, telling me how hard he
worked in our spring games
and how I had some nerve
arguing. I hadn't said a word
and he's telling rue off."
What did Hezog do?
"I turned around and went
back to the dugout," he said.
Managers are prohibited
from arguing ball-strike calls
with umpires but there's
nothing that says they can't
discuss those calls with their
catchers. On one apparent foul
tip which was called a ball,
Herzog paid a visit to Royals'
receiver Darrell Porter.
"I came out and said,
'Darrell, I thought that was a
foul tip.' He said, 'It was.'
Then I said.. remember, I'm
still talking to my catcher... 'I
knew his eyes were bad, but I
didn't know he couldn't hear
either."
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
WASHINGTON — In a
report by the Washington
Star, a North Carolina
businessman, under in-
dictment for fraud, has been
accused by his former
secretary of giving money to
the mother of a Wake Forest
basketball player for the
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deposed manager of the
Cincinnati Reds, has learned
what it's like to live on the
other side of the microphone.
"It has given me an entirely
new conception of the game,"
said the Silver Fox of the
dugout who is spending his
year's enforced sabbatical
doing radio and TV interviews
for a Los Angeles station as
well as for Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
"My sessions with Tom
Lasorda of the Dodgers alone
were enough to show me that
this is more than a game
confined to a field. It is show
Former Reds Skipper Lives On Other Side Of Mike Now
business. It's a product that
we have to sell and ketip
selling to the public every day.
Will Grinisley
"If I return to managing
next year — and I hope I do —
I will be a different kind of




League pennants and two
World Championships before
his abrupt dismissal, was not
the sort of skipper one would
feel in need of reformation. A
gentleman if the highest
class, an always pleasant and
agreeable personality who
maintained a good relation-
ship with the media, he
nevertheless had a Marine
Corps fetish about the .ap-
pearance and deportment of
his athletes.
Sparky didn't say he would
change his mind about
mustaches, beards, shoulder
length hair, coats and ties in
public places. But tie indicated
that he would pursue his job
with greater understanding.
"It's a revelation to be
around Lasorda," he said.
"The man simply radjates
enthusiasm. He is what this
game is all about."
Lasorda, who bleeds Dodger
blue, is conducting the
liveliest show on the road. As
in vaudeville, his routine
rarely changes but his act
never gets stale. He's a
loquacious Casey Stengel,
with lucidity.
From the moment he hits
the field until he leaves the
club house, he never stops.
Without prodding, he will
rehash his 29 years in Dodger
uniform, from a minor league
pitcher to minor league
manager, scout, coach and
finally successor to the
seemingly eternal Walt
A1314 in.
Winner of the National
League pennant the past two
years, Tommy has no qualms
about the Dodgers' longtime
policy of one-year managerial
contracts.
"You might say I am on a
multi-month contract," he
says. "I will never leave this
organization of my own will. If
they don't want me anymore,
it will have to be them — not
rue — who cuts the umbilical
cord. .
"Look at me," he bellows
for everyone to hear. "A beat-
up old pitcher, son of an
Italian isrunigrant leading this
great baseball team. I have to
be the luckiest man in the
world."
The Yankees over-reacted
to Sparky Lyle's skin-piercing
book. As world champions,
they should have laughed it off
— a "kiss-and-tell" theme
which is the voque of the clay.
Everybody's doing it — Sophia
Loren, Joan Crawford's
daughter and even White
House maids. Sparky'a
mistake was in timing. It
comes out as a book written in
pure spite by a suitor who was
jilted. •
Young, Clear Not Known, But Pitches Thus Far Are
By The Associated Press
Their names are not yet
among the` pitching stars of
the American League. But if
their performances this spring
are an indication, watch out
for a pair of youthful right-
handers: Kip Young of Detroit
and Mark Clear of California.
Neither has allowed a run
this spring.
The 24-year-old Young has
pitched 12 preseason innings,
including five in Monday's 2-1
victory over the Montreal
Expos. He struck out seven
Expos in his stint, polishing
his breaking pitches in
preparation for his first full
season with the big-league
club.
Most of his victims flailed
feebly at his curve.
"That makes you feel like
you must be doing something
right," said Young, who was
promoted to the Tigers from
the minors midway through
last season and managed a 6-7
record with a 2.81 earned run
average.
"They're just disgusted," he
said of the batters. "It's early
in the spring and they're not
used to seeing that many
breaking balls."
They can expect plenty
more when the season begins.
The 22-year-old Clear has
been working on his con-
trol...successfully. The 6-
foot4, 290-pounder — a nephew
of Angels first base coach Bob
Clear — has pitched nine
spring innings, striking out 16
Sports At A Glance
NIT Trail
National levitadeatesnesswat Giesce




Purdue IV, Alabama 68





Purdue (97.41) vs. Indiana (21-12)
Third Place
Alabama (22-11) vs. alio st.
Girls All-State
LEXINGTON, By (AP) — Here is The
Associated Press' 1479 girls high school
all-state basketball team, with schools.
heights, classes and scoring averages
First Team
Guard-Regina Carroll, Russell, 5-7, Sr,
19.0
Guard-Lea Wise, Leo Lafayette, 5-7, Sr,
22.0
Center-Sharon Garland, Laurel Co, 5-11,
Sr, 16.2
Forward-Lisa Collins, Laurel Co. 5-10.
Jr. 13.8
Forward-Beth Wilkerson, Parks, 5-11,
Sr, 181
Served Team
Guard-Marquetta Craft, Clay Co, 5-2,
Sr. 9.3
Guard-Lori Hines, Pulaski Co, 5-4, Soph,
18.1
Center-Janet McNew, Lou Butler, 6-1,
Sr, 160
Forward-Gayle Horstmsn. Lou Assump-
tion, 5-7, Sr, 14.0
Forward-Des Dee Music. Prestonsburg.
6-1. Sr. 34.6
Honersbie birdlime
Lon Edgington, Coy Holy Cross. Me-
lanie Gross. Breathitt Co, Doane Johnson,
Lou Butler: Sandy Bolt, Casey Co, Beth
Davidson, Wayne Co; Shelia Sugar', Pu-
laski Co: Mary Bunch, Wayne a. Sonya
Lee. Shopvllle; Elisabeth Louthan, Laurel
Co. Linda Hatfield, Nancy;
Sheen Ford, Ohio Co. Kathy GO4Z13. An-
derson Co. Marsha Thomas, Lou Assump-
tion, Carol Bertram, Clint° Co; Dolma
Smith, Allen Co. Jane Dyer, Warren Cen-
tral: Cathy McDowell, reverence Co.
Penny Clapp, Wing(); Deana Hart, Lowes.
andy Smith, Lowes, Jan Shelton, May-
field: Susan Gevedon, Lawn,: Melanie
May. Boyd Co: Michele Conley, Ashland;
Mindy Boggs. Boyd Co. Laura Donohoe,
Ash Holy Family. Patty Jo Hedges, Lou
Western. Sandy Kirkton, Lou mercy;
Jackie Bearden, Dixie Heights; Sandy
Woeste, Campbell Co; Debbie Sparta.
Lawrence Co, Nancy Hornsby. Leslie Co,
Freda Hagan. Davies. Co. Dianne Deep.




W L Pet. GB
Washington 47 22 681 —
Philadelphia 37 33 529 104
New Jersey 33 37 471 144
New York X 43 411 19
Boston V 42 XI 20
Central
San Antonio 42 29 592
Houston 40 30 571 1 vs
Atlanta X 33 142 Itt
Detroit 28 41 .400 134
Cleveland 28 43 394 14
New Orleans V 50 315 20
Mestere Csafereece
Midwest Divlsime
Kansas (3ty 43 29 507
Denver 19 33 542 4
Milwaukee 13 39 458 10
Indiana 30 41 423 1214

















Milwaukee at New York
Cleveland at Atlanta
tietroltut New Jersey
Philadelphia at San Antonio
Washington at New Orleans
Golden State at Denver
San Diego at Portland
Weillemenday's Gasmen
Detroit st Atlanta
New York at Washington
Chicago at Indiana
San Antonio at Kansas illy
Philada*hila at Jiwirewe
Roston at Phoenix








Maeda y 's Games
Houston -4. Minnesota 3
Bra York (Al 2, Atlanta 1
I436 Angeles 8, Baltimore 2
Detroit 2, Montreal 1
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 3, 13 innings
Toronto 10. Boston
Texas 6, Kansas City 2
Oakland S. Cleveland 3, 7 innings. rain
Seattle 8, Milwaukee 3
California 5, Chicago (NI 3
San Diego 5, San Francisco 3
St Louis 5. Chicago ( Ai 3
New York IN( 5, Pittsburgh 4
Tuesday 's Games
Houston vs. Montreal at Daytona Beach,
Atlanta vs. Kansas City at Fort Myers,
Fla.
Toronto vs. St. Louis at St Petersburg,
Cincinnati vs Boston at Winter Haver,
Fla
Detroit vs. Chicago (A) at Sarasota, F111
New York (A) vs. Minnesota at Orlando
Fla.







Indiana St 73, Arkansas 71
West
Al Provo, Utah




Penn 64, St John's 62
Mideast
At limilanapoUs, lad.
Michigan St SO, Notre Dame 68
Natisaal Semifinals
March 24
At Sail Lake City
Penn (25-51 vs. Michigan St 244,
Indiana St. 32-01 vs. DePaul 25-5,
Nodose' Championship
March X
At Salt Lake City
Penn-Michigan St winner vs Indiana
DePaul winner
while allowing just two hits
and three walks.
"My uncle and my (tag have
been doing a lot of work with
me," he said after striking out
the side fwice in three innings
Monday as the Angels beat the
Chicago Cubs 5-3. "I'm ex-
cited about my chances of
making the Angels this
season. I'd just like to make
this club. I think I'm capable
of starting, but I'm just happy
to get a chance."
In the other exhibition
games, the New York
Yankees trimmed the Atlanta
Braves 2-1, the Houston Astros
nipped the Minnesota Twins 4-
3, the Los Angeles Dodgers
drubbed the Baltimore Orioles
8-2, the Cincinnati Reds edged
the Philadelphia Phillies 4:3 in
thEr- Toronto Blue
Jays topped the Boston Red
Sox l9e8 and the Texas
Rangers beat the Kansas Citx
Royals 6-2.
Meanwhile, the Oakland A's
bested the Cleveland Indians
8-3 in a game shortened to
seven innings by rain, the
Seattle Mariners drubbed the
Milwaukee Brewers 8-3, the
San Diego Padres topped the
San Francisco Giants 5-3, the
St.Louis Cardinals tripped the
Chicago White Sox 5-3 and the
New York Mets beat the
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-4.
After the Yankees had won
their second game this spring
— and their second against the
Braves — Manager Bob
Lemon expressed his reaction
to the latest communique by
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn.
Kuhn, alleging some clubs
had fielded lineups of backup
players, directed each team to
field "representative squads"
for exhibition games at which
admission is charged.
"I'm not going to kill my
club trying to entertain people
during spring training," said
Lemon. "It's not like a
nightclub act. You shouldn't
have to play their favorite
songs."
"There's no sense bringing
the kids to spring training if
you're not going to play
them," Lemon continued.
Jim Obradovich cracked rr-
ninth-inning single to score
Julio Gonzalez with the run
that carried the Astros past
the Twins.
Davey Lopes had a double
and two singles as the Dodgers
collected 18 hits off the Orioles
and cruised to victory:
Baltimore's Jim Palmer gave
up 13 hits and all eight Los
Angeles runs, six of them
earned.
Champ Summers homered
with two out in the top of the
13th inning to carry Cincinnati
past Philadelphia. The
Phillies' Jim Kaat pitched six




Toronto past Boston. That was
the bad news. The good news
for Red Sox Manager Don
Zimmer was that pitcher Bill
Campbell and his tender right--
shoulder had tossed batting
practice for the first time in




We will select a qualified Rooting. General, or Specialised Contractor in this
area to sell I. install the Dynamic VCP Rooting System. We offer the most
sophisticated & totally wag:Melt maw( system—ow eleetorneric welded
one-piece membrane.
• 5-10 year guarantee k labor & mat'l ) booted by VCP specieleed & accepted
by architects and owners: cost c.xnpetltive with old BUR; new conetruct1on
or re-roofing; high profit: no messy & hazardous hot tar.
'Complete on the Job sales assistance; Job supervision. De-aler
ship available now
VCP 1100FINN SYSTEMS, INC.
5820 ketone arde W. Dr., lediewepelle, NI Waill















We thought it would be important to
remind you that our Regular,. Passbook 
account should be an important part of
your savings portfolio.
Why?
Well, because this could be called a
"freedom account." That is, you can
add to or withdraw at anytime without
penalty.
It's great to have when you want to
save for a short term.
"The place where thousands are saving 
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
,,,,Tric=041 -3 Paducah locations plus offices in Mutray and Lo Centre__
‘4.1- II I Ilk Mt KRA% . Ky.. LF:DGER & TIMES. Tuesday. March 20, 1979
First Executed Since Gary Gilmore
Evans Awaits<ApriF6 Electrocution
EDITOR'S NOTE: On
April 6, John Louis Evans III
is scheduled to become the
first person executed in this
country since Gary Gilmore in
1977 and only the second in 12
years. In an interview with the
AP's Kendal Weaver in
Alabama. Esans says that,
like Gilmore, he waists to die.
Evans read of Gilmore's
death a hile on a crime spree
before his own arrest for
murder, he said. "I thought,
'Big deal. The guy got what he
wanted."
In Today's Topic: On Death
Row, Weaver reports Evans'
thoughts on his life — "a
wasted life...I was a rotten
kid" — and on the expected




ATMORE, Ala. (AP) —
John Louis Evans III didn't
pay much notice when
newspapers headlined the
firing squad execution of Gary
Gilmore in Utah on Jan. 17,
1977.
Evans was too busy. He had
shot a pawn shop owner to
death in Alabama 12 days
earlier. He and cohort Wayne
Ritter were robbing food
stores, pizza parlors, fried
chicken take-outs, hardware
outlets and small shops.
When Gilmore was
executed, says Evans, "I read











































































Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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41 Disturbance 52 Employ
44 Carried 53 A month.
46 Approaches Abbr
48 Withered 55 Confederate
50 Chinese pa- general
56 Still
51 Bone of body 59 Org
goda
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deal. The guy got what he
wanted."
Then Evans and Ritter
headed for Disney World in
Florida to celebrate Hitter's
27th birthday.
Now Evans sits in a small,
dim cell awaiting an April 6
electrocution that might have
been scripteel by Gilmore.
Like the Utah' killer who
wanted to die, Evans has
forsworn any final appeals. He
repeats almost wearily that he
wants death and wants it soon.
His scheduled electrocution
would make him the first
person since Gilmore — and
only the second in 12 years —
to be executed in the United
States.
"I'll be glad when it's over,"
says Evans, 29, of Beaumont,
Texas. "Knowing the date
you're going to die, it's kind of
weird. But I don't dwell on it
all the tune... I've come to
grips with death."
He also seems to have come
to grips with his life. By his
own account, it was "a wasted
life," full of crime and with no
one to blame but himself.
"I was a rotten kid," said
Evans. "It had nothing to do
with my family. I would pull
stuff just to see if I could get
away with it. And then when
I'd get away with it, I'd just
feel so good for days.
"And then I'd just have to go
out and do something a little
bit bigger.... I knew where I
was headed."
Evans, his chained hands
lifting cigarettes, spoke easily
during an interview in the
death row witnesses' chamber
next to Alabama's electric
chair at Holman Prison.
It didn't seem to bother him
that he was so near the chair,
Which i painted a --gaudy-
yellow. At one point Evans
stood up and looked at it and
laughed. "I just wish it was
painted a different color," he
said.
Recounting the events that
led him to death row, Evans
said he was 16 when he pulled
his first armed robbery.
"I was more scared than the
guy was," he said. "But when
it was all over, I was thinking,
wow, all this money, you
know, for 30 seconds work.
And that's when I decided
right then and there it was the
easy way to go."
But it wasn't easy. He was
repeatedly in trouble with the
law and eventually ended up
in an Indiana prison on a bad
check charge. When he was
ready to get out, he said, "I
looked back on my life and it
had been pretty wasted. I
thought, 'I'M not getting
anywhere. It's the same old
treadmill, over and over
again."
He and Ritter — whom he
had met in the Indiana prison
— then struck out on their two-
month crime spree that in-
cluded the murder of pawn
shop owner Eddie Nassar in
Mobile, Ala. Nassar's two
young daughters were in the
shop and saw their father left
mortally wounded.
Captured in Little Rock,
Ark., by FBI agents, the two
admitted to 30 armed rob-
beries and nine kidnappings
during the crime rampage.
Evans said in court that he
had shot Nassar in the back,
and Ritter said he would have
done so if Evans hadn't.
Both said repeatedly they
wanted a hurry-up death
sentence, but Ritter later
changed his mind. More court
proceedings are scheduled to
determine if his death sen-
tence should be maintained.
Evans said he has known
love and has a woman friend
who now is -not discussable."
But he said he rejected love
because it would interfere
with his criminal habits, just
as he rejected his white,
Roman Catholic, middle-class
home life.
-I knew me too good," he
sad. "You hurt the people you
love. When it comes down to it,
I'm a pretty selfish person. If I
want to do something, I do it.
No matter who gets hurt. So I
figured, well, it's better not to
get into anything" that might
involve love.
-It's been a wasted life,
sure," he said. "But I'm not
down on myself, I'm just a
realist. I was a rotten kid, I
knew I was a rotten kid, I liked
being a rotten kid. .1 was
going down society's wrong
road and I didn't care."
On death row, Evans said he
finds little or no pleasure in his
routine, which mostly involves
sleeping, writing letters,
watching a hall television,
listening to the radio and
playing chess.
Alabama's 42 death row
•inOyates get 30 minutes of
exercise outside each day, but
Evans said he has skipped the
exercise period all but one day
in the past month. He said it
hurts to see "all the freedom
out there" beyond the prison
fence.
Asked if he has considered
suicide, Evans replied, "Not
me, brother ...What are you
going to do? Cut your wrists
and lay there for 20 minutes?
Psychologically, that's got to
be one of the most cruel ways
to go.
"Or do you make a little
rope out of your sheets and
hang there 30 minutes kicking
around? That's a hard way to
go.. I'm doing it the easy
way."
CENTURYMEN AND STARS — Three members of the 100th (Century) Division's
public affairs section talk with Brig. Gen. Robert A. Sullivan, third from left, deputy chief
of public affairs, office of the Secretary of the Army, and U. Gen. William B. Caldwell
fourth from left, Fifth Army commander. Reservists are Sgt. 1st Class, Don Martin, left,
public affairs supervisor, Brandenburg Mai, Bob McGaughey, pubfic affairs officer,
Murray; and Capt. Gene Murray, right, assistant public affairs officer, Morehead. The
three Centurymen attended a two-day Fifth Army Public Affairs School in San Antonio
March 3-4. Second U. Priscilla Maxwell Tipton, assistant public affairs officer in the
division, Lexington, who also attended, is not shown.
US. Army Photograph
... THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
NATIONAL
WESTERVILLE, Ohio (AP)
— In a few months, residents
of the nearly completed
Columbus Colony apartments
will wake up to gently flashing
lights or a vibrating bed.
The lights and bed are part
of a sophisticated com-
munication system being
installed for what is believed
to be the nation's first totally
planned community for the
deaf.
Lights also will announce
the arrival of guests at the
door.
Lack Of Patients Not Cause
For Vacant Hospital Beds
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
ff health care planner says
that it is not for lack of
patients that many hospital
beds are empty in central and
eastern Kentucky.
"We have the number of
beds we need — they're just in
the wrong places," said Tony
Goetz, director of the East
Kentucky Health Systems
Agency.
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does long-range health care
planning for 57 hospitals in a
68-county area.
The federal government
recommends there be four
hospital beds per 1,000
population. In the area
Lcovered by EKHSA, there are
just slightly more than four
beds per 1,000, Goetz said.
Yet at least 29 of the 57
hospitals have too many
empty beds, he said. Some
have yearly occupancy rates
that are less than half what
they should be. The result is
that many are in financial
trouble, he said.
One or two may soon be
forced to close, and other
closings may follow, Goetz
said.
Among reasons for the large
number of empty beds are
that many small eastern and
central Kentucky hospitals
lack expensive, sophisticated
medical equipment needed for
treatment of certain illnesses
and injuries. They don't have
the patients to justify the cost
of such equipment.
As a result, those patients
travel to large hospitals in
Lexington or other states, he
said, and Lexington hospitals
are operating at their ex-
pected capacity, Goetz said.
Another reason for empty
'Beds is that many of the
smaller hospitals are located
too close to one another.
There is also the problem of
beds approved for a particular
use which cannot be shifted to
other uses. For example, a
hospital cannot put a heart
attack victim into a pediatric
bed, or a man with psychiatric
problems into a maternity
ward, he said.
Goetz said the federal
government may be to blame
for the large number of
limitedservice hospitals in the
area, because it provided
funds for building many of
them in the 1950s and 60s.
Goetz said the funds should
have been used for building
fewer but larger hospitals in
central locations.
"But we've got (these small
hospitals), so we have to work
with them," he said.
Winter Storm Warning
Given To Central Arizona
By The Associated Press
A winter storm warning was
hoisted today for the central
Arizona mountains, where
heavy snow was expected.
North and South Dakota also
braced for possible heavy
accumulations.
Light snow powdered




Missouri, the upper Ohio
Valley and from Virginia into
North Carolina.
A low pressure system off
the California coast brought
showers to the southern part
of the state as well as Arizona,
New Mexico and Nevada.
Snow whitened mountain
areas of northern California
and northern Nevada.
Severe thunderstorms
moved across northeast Texas
and western Arkansas late
Monday, uprooting trees and
downing power lines in some
areas. Heavy rainfall in north-
central Texas produced some
flooding and flash flood
warnings were posted in six
counties.
Sandbagging operations in
Illinois intensified today as
melting snow and rain swelled
itefilled rivers and streams
and hastened widespread
spring flooding.
Weather forecasters say the
Rock River probably will start
flooding Wednesday, three
days earlier than originally
predicted, with the worst
expected next Monday.
Flood warnings were in
effect Monday across nor-
thern and central Illinois,
particularly for the Rock, the
Spoon and Fox rivers.
Workers, including
volunteers, raced to complete
levees and sandbag dikes
along the Rock River before
the end of March. Critical
areas were along Rockford
and the Quad Cities. Levees
were under construction in the
Quad Cities area at a cost of
nearly $1 million.
The Army Corps og
Engineers estimated that if
the levees are completed and
the Rock reaches predicted
levels, the dikes will supply
protection against a possible
$24.6 million in damage.
At Moline, flood fighters
worked from dawn-to-dusk
hauling sandbags to the Rock
River.
The National Weather
Service has predicted that the
Rock from Rockford to the
Quad Cities will be as much as
7 feet above flood stage at
some points by next week
Early morning temperaLurs
from around the nation ranged
from 17 in Gillette, Wyo., tpa
In McAllen, Tfxas.
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
Former showgirl Michelle
Triola Marvin's landmark
lawsuit against actor Lee
Marvin has brought her
lawyer fame but is not con-
tributing much to his fortune.
Marvin Mitchelson, fast
gaining a reputation as a
wronged woman's best friend,
says he is not really concerned
whethe.r he gets paid.
"This is not where I make
my money," says Mitchelson,
50, a veteran divorce lawyer
whose star-studded client list
ranges from Pamela Mason to
Bianca Jagger.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) — "A
stupiCT-611-dayi Ridayi=?Tot -
very much."
Those 60 or 90 days, the
speed-up in Israel's with-
drawal from the Sinai oil
fields, represent the only issue
still to be settled before an
Egyptian-Israeli. peace
package is ready for signing,




Hasan All said they were
confident the issue could be
resolved in time for a Monday
signing ceremony at the White
House.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
day-long meeting with his top
advisers at Camp David left
President Carter convinced
that any decision he makes to
cope with energy shortages
will exact a political price, his
spokesman says. Although the
meeting Monday produced no
apparent or sudden policy
shifts, the president was
reported to have promised a
response to the latest energy
developments within about 10
days.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
counterfeiter successfully
sued the government from his
cellblock in Leavenworth;
Kan., and then won a
precedent-setting decision
awarding him $10 an hour in
attorney's fees. "It's a novel
new way to make money while
in prison," said Royce





Begin opened the Israeli
ParThrifnint'S dèba1e on thi
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty
today, and ratification by an
overwhelming vote was ex-
pected Wednesday.
A shouting Communist
member was expelled from
the Knesset — Israel's
Parliament — after accusing
Begin of "selling Israel to the
Americans." But observers
predicted at least 100 of the 120
members would endorse the
pact at the end of the two-day
debate.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Fighting resumed in nor-
thwest Iran today between
Kurdish rebels and Ayatollah
Ruhonah Khomeini's
revolutionary forces after an
overnight cease-fire.
There was no immediate
word of casualties in the new
battle in Sanandaj, the capital
of the Kurdistan region 250
miles west of Tehran. At least
170 people were reported
killed in fighting Sunday and
Monday before the cease-fire.
Four Days To Determine
Success Of Operation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Doctors say it will be four
days before they can tell if
they were successful in
reattaching a 9-year-old
youth's left leg, which had
been severed just below the
knee by a train.
Awakening after more than
nine hours of surgery Monday.
Charles Coffey asked his
mother: "Is my leg still
there?"
"Yes, it's there," Janice
Coffey told her son. "You
could see the tears start





COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Heery & Heery, Atlanta, Ga.
architects, were paid an
additional $200,000 to complete
plans for two additional




of operations, said the $10
million project would increase
parking space from 1,600 to
2,500. Part of the new garages
will be open by Christmas, he
said.
• The airport board approved
the project because of a 17
percent increase in
passengers at the airport.
Bonds were • *sued tor the
project which will be paid off
...by parking revenues,
HoeLscher said.
spokesman Carl Yates said
the youngster apparently tried
to climb aboard a slow-
moving Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Co. freight train
Sunday while it was switching
cars. The child fell under the
wheel of a moving car.
Yates said the engineer,
Gary Abston of Shepherd-
sville, saw the boy fall and
stopped the train.
The youngster was rushed to
Jewish Hospital by
Emergency Medical Services
technicians, who packed the
severed leg in ice.
Dr. Joseph Kutz, who
headed the surgical team, said
it was necessary "to take out a
considerable amount of
muscle and bone, so that the
left leg is about five inches
shorter than the other."
Kutz said the boy also
suffered a fractured pelvis
and bruises on his chest but
was "mentally alert and in
very good spirits."
"Casper," as his friends call
him, always liked to climb,
according to a neighbor, R.B.
Collins.
"The kid. was always
climbing. They (his parents)
had to chase him off of my roof
several times. One thing's for
sure. He's all boy, and he is a
nice boy."
Mrs. Coffey and her
husband Charles said their son
was courageous. in trying to
comfort ttitt. during the
almost four hours before he
went into the Jperating room
at about 10 :4Q p.m. Sunday.
"He told fiie arid his daddy
that he was all right and for us









































































































Join the crowd, choose
your paint and
wallpaper at the Bel-
Air Decor Store in the
Bel-Air Shopping Cen-
ter.
GOD IS LOVE I John Ct.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
1/111u '' Matthew 6:33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759.
4.600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP. 
OW) IS HERE! A way to
make your dreams come
true. We can show you how in
iust one short hour that in-
dependence can be yours. No





ion will be held at the
Hazel Community
Center on Friday,
March 30, 1979, at 6:00
p.m. The purpose of
this meeting will be to





of the City's Com-
munity Development
Program. This






citizens are urged to
attend. Persons living
inside the Hazel city
limits and needing
transportation to and
from the meeting may
call the Community
Development Agency












S. LOST A FOUND
BLACK AND tan Doberman
lost in vacinity of 5 points and
College Farm Road area.
Answers to the name
Domingo. 753-6025 days, 753-
3226 nights, ask for Barb.
Reward. 
FOUND: 14 FOOT flat
bottom V boat, owner may
claim by identifying and
paying for ad. 753.2370. 
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753.7618 after 5:30
Pm.
LOST! FEMALE, blue eyed
Siberian Huskie. Red and
white, in New Providence
area. Reward! Call 492.8857. 
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753-3230 or 753 8368. 
6. HELP WANTED 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray. 
FUND RAISING sales op





medical office nurse Send
resume P 0 Box 9/3,
Murray, KY 42071
ROU1 E DELIVERY man,
part time and full time
personnel needed inquire in
person at Boone Laundry and
Cleaners. 605 Main 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
babysitter for two children,
ages 3 years and 10 months.













302 N. 12th St.
or Call 763-3263




dage. Call after 5 p.m.
409-2462
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE
30 Inch insulated top-
per for short wheel
base pickup. $150. Call
753-5322 after 4 p.m.
WE HAVE four GE 18 foot
refrigerators in stock. You
can buy these for $8 a week
with WAC. Come by today,
Goodyear, 753.0595.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
EIGHT PIECE Birch dining
room set. 436.2743. 
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con




Sofa, like new. Cost,
$600, will sell for $200.
Call 753-1499 after 5 p.m.
TRADITIONAL SOFA with 2
matching chairs. And an
Early American sofa with
matching chair. Call 489-
2649. 
WE HAVE a washer and
dryer with mini basket for
only $7 a week with WAC.
Come by today. Goodyear,
753 0595. 
la. SEWING MACHINES 
FOR SALE: used Singer
sewing machine, zigzag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
Perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 3544.
6521
19. FARM EQUIP. 
85,6 INTERNATIONAL with
duals and weights 706
International with duals. 150
gallon saddle tanks, stainless
steel, with electric controls.
489.2428 or 489-2422.
THREE POINT hitch, plow
disk, one row cultivator, one
row tobacco setter, hogs for
sale and cow and calf. 759-
1531. 
TRACTOR, 245 MASSEY
Ferguson 78 model diesel,
tractor sprayer, 3 point
hitch. Ford lift disk, nearly
new, 8 foot wheel disk 81:2
foot, good condition, 4,000
tobacco sticks. Plow 3 12
inch, 6 foot bush hog nearly
new, 2 row cultivator, 800
gallon water tank, 2.53 model
Chevrolet trucks, 2 ton, one
side, approximately 150
gallon diesel fuel, wagon
with sides, red rubber tired
wagon with sides, 2 rubber
tired wagons, 2 row John




Duties include typing, filing,
etc. Working knowledge of Ger-
man or Spanish preferred. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32 G.
CONTROLLER
For machinery manufacturing
company in Paris, Tn. with 75 em-
ployees, 5.5 million sales. Major
duties and responsibilities include
supervision of all accounting func-
tions, office operations, cost con-
trol, banking and financial
relations. Manufacturing ex-
perience preferred. Send resume
to P.O. Box 32G. .•
19. FARM EQUIP.
CASE MANURE spreader,
PTO. Call 4594637 
LOW BOY 40 foot, single
axle. Mount sawmill or move
buildings. $1500. trade,











FOR SALE: Used air con-
ditioner, new and used
window fans, most all types c Nae unreel restore smoware 317P
electric motors, new and
used. Dill's Electric. Also IIBEFORE 'THE 'TV litA SE BALL SEASON1973 Cadillac and a camper
top for a Datsun. 753 9104. START5 ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT
NOW PAYING $3.50 per :111-116 ROOM OR AREN'T YOU ?II
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts. 1965 69
Kennedy halts, 65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris, (901) 642-5118
1/
PENTAX K1000 camera for
sale. 436-2727. 
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352,5777. 
26 TV-RADIO 
IF YOU think breakin' up is
hard, you ain't seen nothin'
till you see this beautiful
Amoire cabinet, Magnavox
color t.v and stereo com-
bination. It can be yours for
balance due or monthly
payments. Clayton's, for-
merly J. & B. Music. 753.
7575. 
WE HAVE eight 19 inch GE
color portables with color
monitor and light sensor for
$6 a week with WAC. Come
by today. Goodyear, 753.0595. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE or rent: 8 X 36
hotise trailer. If interested
call 492.8500, 
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
completely furnishes', air,
underpinning, very nice,
$4500. 753.4074 or 753-1877. 
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
cars:or-Sr.-Cal/ 4149414 .64over-;
753-1873 after 6 pm. 
1972 RICHARDSON.
ARDMORE mobile home, 12
X 72, 2 bedroom, fully fur•
nished with washer and
dryer. $4500. 759-44.67. 
12 X 52 HALLMARK
TRAILER, partially fur-
nished, storm windows, air
conditioner, storm straped
and underpinning, good
condition. Call 492.8848. 
23. MOB. HOME RENTS 
FOR RENT
Trailer, $150 par mon-
th, .2 bedroom. Call
7534193 after 5 or
5:30.
NICE 3 BEDROOM trailer,
$125 per month. Phone 436-
5693 after 4 pm. 




kitche , 04 N 4th






washer and dryer hookup,
central heat and air. Call 753-
7550.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2 bath,
modern home, $225 per
month. Call 753-8333. 
TWO BEDROOM house.
Adults only. Call 489-2637.







FOR SALE: Horse, saddle,
and tack included. 767.6547. 
GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
489-2495. 
31. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
COON HOUNDS for sale.
UKC registered Walkers, 7
months old. Call 436-5650. 
GREEN CANARY hen, cage
and accessories, $25.i53•54521
after 6 pm. 
TWO REGISTERED border
Collie puppies, one male and
one female, 12 weeks old, $75
each. 753-4403. 
43. REAL ESTATE 
BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW.
Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom, family
room, kitchen with rangetop
and hood, side by side
-refrigerator, dtshwasher in
the lower level. Also extras
such as insulated windows,
50 foot t.v. tower and outside
storage. Call to see at S36,500.




Located at the corner
of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as
the Wallis Grocery
Building, this is an ex-










GREEN ACRES...a touch of
country living describes this
3 bedroom mobile home
nestled on a wooded hillside,
30 X 30 shop, 12,2 acre m
1 just listed! Grab the
phone and call 753-1492 or




With The Fnendls Touch '
INVESTORS! ! Check
this nice livable frame
home, on 20 acres, 236'
Hwy. frontage on 641







Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
DO YOUR thing' 3 bedroom
brick setting on 3 beautiful
acres within 5 miles of
- Morray...aeeds your - per -
sonal touch. Call us to
view.. 753 1492 or 753 1499




Choice new listing for
the choosy house hun-
ter wanting some
elbow room. Lovely 3
bedroom brick home
with electric heat




room, kitchen and 1-2
baths. Home is
situated on 5.75 acres
with large barn and
pond, also above
ground swimming
pool. All this at a price




petant real estate ser-
vice.
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
This home located in Lynnwood Estates off 121 South, has 1850 sq. ft. un-
der roof. It has storm doors & windows, and central heat and air. For an























U.S. 641 North, Village Center
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phones
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436-5676
43. REAL ESTATE
REAL 1.,AS
South 12th fir Sycamor•
T E EPHONE 753.1651
1616 Ryan is the ad-
dress of this house that
must be seen inside to
appreciate! Kitchen
features all G.E. built-














on a large wooded lot
at a price that makes
sense to your budget.
Call us Today For
Details Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homes ites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
With a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
753-7531.
Purdom &Thurman_








With The Friendly Touch"
VACANT AND
READY FOR YOU!
This 3 bedroom, neat






This Today. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
S00000 CLOSE to
everything! You can walk to
downtown, do your shopping
and return to your home in
record time. Highest heat bill
$59.95 this past winter. See
today! Call 753.1492 or 753
1499...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
letieweeirt Cottage! 2 BR
home at 625 Ilrood WWI for
cow* pima* retirement.
lot has garde* spot to grow
froth vegetables. Also has







Colonial home and 2
acres that has more
special features than
you can imagine. All
rooms are spacious,
with 4 bedrooms, 3-1/2
baths, living room,
family room, kitchen









decks. All of these will













Ph ROI o479.21111 479-3713
South Fulton Teen
45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE 30 acres
productive farmland,
practically all under
cultivation, located on black
top road. Call 492.8502 after 6
PM.
M. HOMES FOR SALE 
FOUR ROOMS, including
bath. First street in Dexter,
3rd house on left Also 1974
model Tanum truck, like
new. 753.5618. 
HOUSE AND 41' wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray. 523,000. Call (502)
639 6421 collect, after 5:30
Pm.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
Providence area on 150 X 140
lot. Call 753 321 or 753.5881: 
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
fenced yard with patio,
storage shed, storm windows
and doors, central gas heat
and air. New stove and
refrigerator, stainless steel
sink, new carpet, newly
decorated inside and out.
Priced right for quick sale.
Call owner at 753.3347 or 753-
03412. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1975 HONDA GL 1006. Call
753-8019. 
1975 HONDA CB 360T with
wind fairing, excellent
condition, 7,000 miles, great
gas mileage, $750. Call 759-
4908 before 1:30 pm. 
1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder,
extra sharp, actual miles,
$700. 753.3023. 
760 T HONDA. Show room
new. Only 960 miles, $975,
including helmet and straps
for hauling. Call 753.7765 or
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive
1975 YAMAHA 650, 5350. 759
1334. 
1978 YAMAHA 500 for sale,
less than 1,000 miles. Call
between 3:00 and 8 00 PM,
437 4846. 
49. USED CARS 
1967._ /1.0...1A--BUG,.- $350 739--
1334. 
1974 BONNEVILLE PON-
TIAC, 2 door, 'excellent
condition, low mileage, air
conditioned, one owner. Call
753-4974.
1977 BUICK REGAL, good







604 So. 12th St.
COLLECTORS! -17-66 Crown
Imperial, tilt wheel, air,
leather. Original, showing
58,000 miles. Trade? 759 1739. 
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, 350 motor, power
brakes, power steering,
power windows, air, cruise,
etc. Best offer. 753.5859. 
1970 CUTLASS, GOOD
mechanical condition. Needs
4fro9nt 3c6ap, $200. 759.4522 or8
1973 DATSUN 240 Z. good
condition. 753.3806. 
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Excellent condition. 30 plus
mpg During day call 753-
1916 after 5:00 call 753-6331. 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford LTD,
$2650. Call 492,8745. 
1967 FORD GALAXIE, 47,000
actual miles, excellent
condition in every way. $550.
759-4522 or 489-2236. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Datsun ,
280Z, like new, with air,
19,000 miles. (6151 232-5135
after 6 pm. 
1976 GRAN TORINO. Phone
492 8424 after 4:30 pm. 
1974 MUSTANG 3 DOOR, air,
automatic, AM-FM tape
$1900. Call 753•0818 or 753
21R9401ca46. 
OLDS DELTA 88
Royale. 4 door, all power,
air, AM-FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,









wheels, cruise control, power
steering, power brakes, only
15,000 actual miles, $4800.
753 1736. 
1975 OLDS OMEGA Salon, 8
cylinder, automatic, all
power, air, new tires, one
owner,- beautiful condition.
41,000 miles. 759-1149. 
1978 PHEONIX PONTIAC, 2
door hardtop, AM FM radio,
air  and power Call 435 4.424. 
1973 PLYMOUTH
SEBRING, 2 door, hard top.
VI, power steering, power
brakes, ac. less than 45,000
miles. After 5 call 753 8234. 
1966 PONT I AC BON
NEVILLE all power, all for




power brakes, AM FM stereo
CB, bucket seats and more,
$650. Call Lorraine, 753-9327,
50. USED TRUCKS 
1976 BLAZER, 4X4,
automatic, power steering
and brakes, tilt, cruise, 350
VI, AM_ FM, all possible
optionS, must sell. 56650 924
5423. 
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and ,
Brakes, air, 52,000 miles,
S2500. 753 9507.
50. USIO TRUCKS
- $3. SERVICES OFFERED
1955 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, I cylinder motor, 3
speed. 5325. 753-5.563. 
1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
step side short bed, 6
cylinder, standard tran-
sm iss ion, $575. Call 4692440
after 5 PM. 
1974 DODGE CUSTOMIZED
van, has 318 automatic with
double power and air, AM.
FM tape, wheels, and some
custom paint $3100 Phone 1
354-6217,
1964 FORD PICKUP, $375.
759 1334. 
FOR SALE or trade: 1976
Jeep CJ 5, roll cage, white
spoke wheels, 6 cylinder, 4
speed, $4000. Phone 3546433. 
1977 FORD 4 WHEEL drive,
power steering, power
brakes, air, AM-FM tape,
$5500. 437-4257.
1962 GMC PICKUP, 701 54th
Street. Call 753.0339 or 753
5287. 
TRUCK, BOAT, motor and
trailer. 1960 Chevrolet
Apache sort bed pickup,
white. 14 foot V bottom
Corsair electrically equipped
aluminum fishing boat with
18 hp Johnson motor. Paris




automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753
0605. 
FOR SALE: topper for short
7w5s3heel basepickup, 5125. Call
POP-UP CAMPER sleeps 6
adults, needs some work.
Cheap! Call 753-2543. Also
1971 Chevy pickup, needs
repair to bed. 
52. BOATS &MOTORS1977
CHRYSLER
SAILBOAT, 22 foot with 3
sails, galley, and head. Also
a 1977 Chrysler Sailer six
outboard motor. Phone after
5 PM, 1-247-7966. 
FOR SALE: 14 foot V bottom
Mirrorci aft boat and trailer.
No motor. $250. Calf 47/-2776. 
1972 14 FOOT ASTROGLASS
bass boat. 1969 85 hp
Evinrude with lots of extras.
Inquire at Darnell Boat Sales
or call 753-1887 after 6 pm.
-42650-ed best-ofter 
1977 MODEL SEA Nymph
bass boat, 75 hp Johnson
motor, 24 volt foot control
Silvertroll trolling motor, a
Lawarence high speed depth
finder. Call 753-0839 or 753-
5287 or see at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 S 4th
Street.














BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1.362.4895. 
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, ,,_ gravel and dirt
hauling:753-5808 or 753-5706. 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436.




or dry cleaning Call Lee's








chine, also seal coating Call
at 
Murray3714aot • 7s53pee9t3ay L. ocaxi
High
te
way 641 N of Murray 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
Block garages, basements.
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753
5.476 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chops Call ,
for free estimate, Steve thaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now.. Call Sears 753 2310 for






753 2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills' Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky Tennessee
Insulation, R 1.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435.
4527 
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates. 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573'. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas instaliation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605 
LANDSCAPING- AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
job: a speciality, also pat







now all oak- $25.rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
OUTSIDE AND inside
painting, deck and pation
construction and home
repairs. Call 436-5570 after 5
pm. Free estimates. 
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382.2442 days or nights or
382-2791 days. 
PROFESSIONAL SHEET
rock finishing and small
carpenter jobs. Call 354 8565. 
ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references, call 753.1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia. 
SHOPPING CENTER next .
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753,3018
after 5 pm. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1
442-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753-2211. 
WOULD LIKE to do baby
sitting in my home at 102 N
13th Street. 
WILL DO hauling of all
kinds. Call 753.4120. 
9W2110LL MOW yards. Call 753.
56. FREE COLUMN 
HALF GERMAN Shepherd
and half collie, one male, 2
female puppies. Are all
Paper trained. Call 753.0608 
57. WANTED 
WANTED: HELP for oc
cassional yard and garden
work, .753.4407
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Ilti IA alnut S;rect
NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Pas Wed
Monday-Friday 7 : 30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50 Pea SHAVE 51.25
For Imisyltel & Immo olio please all 753-3683 mo day




Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24! Also born style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home adorn, and patios, or 11 -
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24









Sale Ends March 31
Open 7 Bays
OMENS PLAIT FARM
Looafrod Mhos Woof of Bari. Is., turvi-vost so State Use load
If Bonk p Sur milut. or. loll Si alp, gel uric
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Deaths and Funerals I
Chesley Beach Dies
At Age Of 98 With
Funeral Wednesday
Chesley Beach, 98 year old
resident of Kirksey Route 1,
died Monday at 6:15 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and
had maintained his farm
home, with the help of his
children, since his wife, Mrs.
Hattie Harrison Beach, died
June 18, 1975. Born Jan. 20,
1881, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Iva
Beach and Sarah Radford
Beach. One son, Orvin Beach,
died May 3, 1974.
Mr. Beach is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Raymond
(Hazel) Workman, Murray
Route 1, and Mrs. Twyman
(Iva) Edwards, Kirksey
Route 1; half brother, Artis
Beach, Gob; two grand-
daughters, Mrs. James V.
(Jean) Edwards, Sedalia,
Mo., and Mrs. Herman
(Martha) Robertson, Winter
Haven, Fla.; one grandson,
Jimmy Edwards, Kirksey
Route 1; five great grand-
children—Jeffrey and Jeanne
Edwards, Sedalia, Mo., and
Dale, LaDonne, and RoChel
Robertson, Winter Haven,
Fla.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Johnson Easley and the Rev.
Jim Glass officiating. Burial
will follow in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for Howard
Lesley Bouland of Farmington
was held Monday at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Harry Yates officiating.
Pallbearers were Russell
Bouland, Alan McClain,
Lonnie, Billy, and James
Arnett, and Edward Bouland.
Burial was in the Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Bouland, 85, died
Saturday at 10:45 p.m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Holmes Bouland;
one daughter, Mrs. Henry
Pullum, Lombard, Ill.; one
son, Orville Bouland, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Opal Arnett,
and one brother, Isaac
Bouland, Mayfield Route 5;




Funeral services for Joe
Rayburn, 800 Meadow Lane,
Murray, were held Monday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. J.
Frank Young officiating.
Pallbearers were Robert
Wiley, Sherril and Randall
Coursey, John Hail and Jim
Rayburn, and Billy Blakney.
Burial was in the Benton
Cemetery.
Mr. Rayburn, 70, died
Saturday at 8:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Elvyn (Sweetie)
Rayburn; five daughters,




Judy Copeland and Mrs. Jane
Gossett, Hammond, Ind.; four
sons, Homer, Powell, Tenn.,
Jerry and David, Murray, and
Tony, Memphis, Tenn.; sister,
Mrs. Louise Scheffler,
California; brother, John




Federal-State Market News Service
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes. Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 334 Fist 350 Barrows &
Hilts mostly 75 lower Sows steady to
11.00 Lower
LW. 1-2 200-Z3011a $4750.47 75
LW 2 200-240 lba 547.25-47.50
l.352-.3 340-250 lb. $40 35-4735
1.18 2-4 ZA-2110 lbs $45 35-4535
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501b. 140 On41 00
LW 14 300-450 lbs $39 00-40 00
LM 1 -3 450-600 lbs 540 00-42 00
H8 1-3 500-4160 142 00-43 00 few 43 60
LW 2-3 300-6001M 5311 00-39 00
fibers $32 00-34.00 mostly 33 00
Funeral Is Today
For Taylor Perry
The funeral for Albert
Taylor Perry, retired Murray
blacksmith, is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the St.
John's Baptist Church with
the Rev. C. E. Timberlake
officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home of
Murray.
Mr. Perry, 83, died Saturday
at 10:59 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospial.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Flora Rowlett Perry, 203
Pine Street, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Ina Belle Ivery
and Mrs. Mary Marvel,





The Purchase Regional Arts
Panel and the Kentucky Arts
Commission are jointly
sponsoring a grantswriting
workshop for local artists,
school teachers and ad-
ministrators, and arts
organizations. The workshop
will be held at Kentucky Dam
Village Auditorium, Gilbert-
sville, March 24th, starting at
9:00 a.m.
The workshop will provide
training in the development of
creative community arts
programs, grant writing
techniques, and the new
federal arts regulations for
the handicapped.
All interested persons are
invited to attend. There is no
registration fee for the
workshop. For more in-
formation, contact the Pur-
chase Regional Arts Panel at





for appointment to the Energy
Regulatory Commission or the
Utilities Regulatory Com-
mission will be submitted to
Gov. Julian Carroll by March
28.
Anyone wishing to be
considered for nomination
may send an application and-
or resume to Walter L.
Apperson, chairman of the
screening committee, in care
of the Murray Ledger and
Times, Murray, Ky., 42071.
The two commissions will
assume the functions and





The Calloway County Dry
League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet Monday,
March 26, at 7 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
All pastors, deacons, and
church leaders are urged to
attend and anyone else who is
interested in preventing the
illegal sale and use of drugs
and alcohol, according to Dee
Pinkerton, spokesman for the
group.
For information persons
may call Pinkerton at 759-
4600.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
nowt EPT, today, furnished to the
Ledger h Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average -1.00
Air Prodtrts ..........v% +61
American Motors 7% Doc
Addend 011 41% +





General Care 74 taw
General =ka 31 AO
Gomel le% +%
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PANCAKE DAY — Wayne Williams, left, publicity chair-
man of the Murray Gvitan Club, presents Tony Nilson
with a ticket for Pancake Day, Saturday, March 24.
Holders of those tickets are entitled to all the pancakes
they can eat at Trenholms Restaurant from 5 a.m. to 2
p.m. The Civitans will cook the pancakes. Chairman for
Pancake Day is Nick Horton.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Trio To Present Concert
In Farrell Recital Hall
Kay Gardner Bates, mezzo-
soprano, Marie Taylor, piano,
and Katharine Mason, viola,
will be presenting a concert in
Farrell Recital Hall, Tuesday,
March 20, at 8:15 p.m.
Ms. Bates, assistant
professor of voice at Murray
State University, recently
joined the faculty after
moving here from





South Jersey Opera Co.,
Philadelphia Oratorio Choir,
Philadelphia Singers, and was
alto soloist at the First Baptist
Church in Philadelphia.
Marie Taylor, assistant
professor of music, teaches
piano and harpsichord in the
Murray State Music Depart-
ment. Ms. Taylor joined the
faculty in 1969 and has ap-
peared extensively throughout
the midwest in both piano and
harpsichord solo and chamber
recitals.
Katharine Mason, a
graduate of Murray State
University, and former
student of Dr. David Nelson, is
presently working on a
Masters of Music degree at
the University of Illinois
where she is studying with
_ Guillermo Perich. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Neale Mason, both members
of the Murray State Music
Department faculty.
The concert will include
"Two Songs for Alto, Viola
and Piano" by Brahms, a song
cycle by Mahler entitled
"Kindertotenlieder" (Songs
on the Death of Children),
three French arias, and a
group of British folksongs
arranged by a contemporary
composer, Benjamin Britten.
The concert is free and open
to the public.
Auditions For Summer
Theatre To Be Sunday
Auditions for tfie Racer
Summer Theatre of Murray
State University will be held
Sunday, March 25, at 2 p.m. in
the University Theatre.
Dr. Mark Malinauskas,
Director of Theatre at
in announcing the auditions
indicated we will be looking
for a summer company of 10
actors to appear in our three
show summer season."
Those expecting to audition
should have a prepared two
minute selection from any
dramatic script.
The shows chosen for the
initial summer season are:
"Butterflies Are Free," "Star
Spangled Girl," and
"Goodbye Charlie."
Dr. Malinauskas said that
individuals from the area high
schools are invited to apply for
five internships available with




BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Police, blood hounds, an
airplane and a helicopter were
used in a search for two men
who hijacked a truckload of
cigarettes north of Cincinnati
and abandoned the rig after
overturning it off Kentucky
237, Boone County police said.
James C. Huff, 36, Cin-
cinnati, said Monday that he
was delivering the cigarettes
to the Kroger Co. terminal at
Wcxxilawn, Ohio, when the
men forced their way into the
cab at gunpoint. He had been
stopped by traffic on Ohio 747.
Huff told police the men
blindfolded him, drove west
through Indiana and crossed
the Ohio River on Interstate
275. He said the truck over-
turned on the edge of the
twolaned highway in Boone
County.
He said the men fled to a
wooded area.
The search was suspended
shortly before 6 p.m. Monday.
Police said a man was taken
into custody for questioning
late Monday night.
Those individuals who are
chosen for these positions will
be expected to fully par-
ticipate in all activities of the
company. He noted "The
interns will receive a good
grounding in the basics of
theatre production. He went
on to say "It is a splendid
opportunity for youngsters
interested in pursuing theatre
to experience first hand the
rigors of a summer stock
operation."
"College credit will be
available for those advanced
students who have recently
completed their secondary
education."
The summer company will
assemble May 30 and conclude
their activity in late July.
Joining Dr. Malinauskas as
directors for the summer are
James I. Schempp, associate
professor of Speech and
Theatre at M.S.U. and
Charlene Butwell, of Murray
who has wide experience as a
director of summer theatre as
well as community theatre.
For further information
about auditions or the summer
internship program contact
Dr. Malinauskas at the
University Theatre at 767-
4421.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky ATh -- USDA -
Cattle 1600, slaughter steers and heifers
steady. cows 1 00 lower, bulls steady;
calves and stealers poorly tested, Seedy:
feeders 1.00 lower,
Slaughter steers mixed good and chore
910-1115 lb M 264141 30;
Slaughter heifers choice 905 lb 69 60.
Slaughter rows convnercfal 50 0054 DO,
utility 49.00.54 00, high boning utility 54 00-
93 25. cutter 46 00-62 00. canner and cutter
under MO lb 42 00-46 00.
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1000-1625 lb 61 56
1950
Slaughter caltves and vealers choice 110
250 lb vealers 100 00-103 00, choice 300415
lb calves 01 0040 00. feeder steers chore
200100 lb 110 00-129 00 300400 lb fel 00-
115 00. 400-500 fh 92 00-102 00, 500700 lb
0 00-92 OD, 700475 lb 72 0013.75. mixed
good and chok-e 300-500 lb asia-is 00, SOO
700 lb 75 0047 00. good 300.100 lb 72 60-
60. 600-910 lb 67 0174 00, heifers choice
250400 lb 0000-10130, 400405 lb 79 00-
60 33' 596450 lb 69 00-72 50, mixed good
ard choice 300-5,00 lb 75 00411 00, 500400 lb
65 0075 00. good 400700 lb 0100-7505
Hnip MO, barrows and gilts I 06 lower,
1-2 306.355 lb 441 50441 75, 200-250 lb 41 00-
SI 50. 2,1 200-265 lb 47 00-48 00. 266-210 lb
46 56-47 00. sows 1 013 Sneer 1-2 sonrs lb
41 2042 50, .375-460 lb 42 50-43 50, 450-600 lb
5644 50. 500400 lb 4430-4556,
over 300 lb 36 5046 75:
Sheep 25. untested
Murray State Business Students
Win Awards At State Conference
Murray State University
business students have won a
school-record nine first-place
awards — eight individuals
and one team — in the annual,
state-wide Phi Beta Lambda
Leadership Conference in
Louisville.
More than 300 students from
Kentucky colleges and
universities participated in
the 22 business leadership
competitions. The first-place
winners will represent Ken-
tucky in the national com-
petitions July 5-7 in New
Orleans, La.
Murray's winning team win
came in the parlimentary
procedure competition, and
the five students making up
the team included: Tom E.
Wilson, sophomore, Fancy
Farm; Tom K. Wilson, fresh-
man, Bardwell; Lawanna
Duncan, junior, Puryear,
Tenn.; Phil Powers, junior,
Flaherty; and Rick Hopkins,
freshman, Bloomfield, Mo.
The eight individual winners
and their competitions were:




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane took a short
walk to the state Capitol today
and filed as a Democratic
candidate for governor.
He reminded a group of
wellwishers and newsmen on
the building steps that he had
expressed concerns long ago
with taxes and government
spending.
That was in answer to a
question of whether he
believes his designation in
some quarters as a liberal
might hurt his gubernatorial
chances in a conservative
state.
"I don't see anything in my
candidacy that labels me as a
liberal," Sloane said.
He said he was among the
first candidates to call for
repeal of the 5-cent state sales
tai on atilities—a proposal
carried out in the recent
special legislative session.
Sloane said he also has
called for a constituionahjen
almost neutral about the state
administration of Gov. Julian
Carroll except for occasional
mild criticism of some of its
practices.
He was asked about recent
references to him by at least
two other major Democratic
candidates in contrast to their
usual practice of ignoring
him.
Sloane indicated his rivals
should be concerned "since
I've been running second in
the polls in the last three
months."
The reference was to
Sloane's professional survey
which professed to show Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall in the




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Two Army recruiters are
reportedly under investigation
for alleged involvement in
supplying forged high school
diplomas to potential
enlistees.
In a copyright story, The
Courier-Journal reported in
its Tuesday editions that at
least six recruits apparently
obtained false Franklin
County High School diplomas
during the past year. Only two
actually entered the Army,
the newspaper reported.
An Army legal spokesman,
Regional Judge Advocate
Capt. Robert Heekin, said it is
the first such incident in the
Army's southeast recruiting
region.
The Army said that no
charges have been filed
against the two recruiters,
Sgt. 1st Class Jack Leonard
and Staff Sgt. William Dixon,
both of whom worked in
Frankfort.
Dixon has been suspended
from recruiting and was
transferred to Lexington.
Leonard is still recruiting in
Frankfort, but refused to
discuss the investigation.





County Jaycee.s will sponsor a
dance on Saturday, March 24,
from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at
the Jaycee Civic Center at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds on High-
way 121 North. Music will be
by Bob Nance and his band.
have expressed skepticism
and reservations about
whether the poll really in-
dicates Sloane is that strong.
Keith Brown, junior,
Louisville, in business law;
Kay Ramsey, senior,
Greenville, in management;





Also, Helen Wilson, senior,
Fancy Farm, Ms. Future
Business Teacher; Susan
Beyerle, senior, Louisville,
Accounting I; Donny Gill,
senior, Utica, Accounting II;
and David Gholson, junior,
Paducah, executive typist.
The Murray State chapter
also won first place with its
community service project,
second place in the annual
report competition, second in
the Amoco Free Enterprise
Report contest, and second
place in the Outstanding
Project competition.
Powers, the son of Mr. and
Mideas_t•••, Continued From Page One)
"(Former general and now Israeli
Agriculture Minister Ariel) Sharon will
come and you can tell him how your
artillery...," said Weizman, leaving the
sentence dangling.
"Injured him," All finished it,
laughing.
"Right, and he can tell you what he
did to you," Weizman replied.
"And now we are going to be friend-
s," All said.
They turned to the reporters:
"I'm convinced we can complete it,"
said Weizman. "I'll be very surpised if
we don't." All nodded in agreement.
The disagreement is over the
schedule under which Israel will with-
draw from the Sinai. The schedule is
part of a military annex to the actual
treaty, which Israel's parliament, the
Knesset, was debating today.
Negotiators in Washington, mean-
while, are working on the annex. It
must be completed before the treaty
can be signed, Weisman said.
Israel is willing to pull out of the oil
fields it has developed in the captured
Egyptian territory% within nine months
of the treaty signing. Egypt wants the
withdrawal speeded up by 60 or 90 days.
Their original agreement called for
withdrawal within nine months. Israel
acceded to Egypt's request for an
earlier withdrawal from the Sinai city
of El Arish, bill is holding firm against
Mrs. Paul Powers of Flaher*
was also elected vice-
president.. of the state-wide
organization, and Roger
Perry, a Benton attorney and
a Murray State graduate, was
named for the organization's
Kentucky Businessman of the
Year Award.
The other first-place awards
were won by: University of
Kentucky, 3; Morehead State,
3; Berea, 2; Western Ken-
tucky University, one;
Eastern Kentucky University,
one; and Georgetown College,
one.
Accompanying the Murray
contingent to the conference
were the chapter's advisors:
Dr. Gary Brockway,
Department of Marketing and
Business Administration; Dr.
Buddy Krizan, Department of
Office Administration; and
Dr. William Grasty, Depart-
ment of Accounting and
Finance.
an early withdrawal from the oil fields.
Weizman flew back to Israel Monday
night for the Knesset debate, leaving
behind a negotiating team to continue
work on the unresolved issue.
Energy...
(Continued From Page One)
at Camp David would be "extremely
premature."
Those options include action on price
controls ranging from retaining federal
control, to partial decontrol, to lifting
the controls entirely.
"There were no decisions made —
period," said Powell, who spent the day
at Camp David. But he said it became
clear that "tradeoffs all along the line"
on energy and its effect on the economy
"are extremely difficult."
"Everything you do costs you
something in one area or another," he
said. "From our standpoint politically,
there are costs on everything."
"The sessions focused primarily on
energy, but of course that had to be
discussed in the context of our overall
economic situation, particularly our
concerns about inflation," Powell said.
Powell said the president's con-
sultations in coming days with mem-
bers of Congress would be intended "to
determine what degree of cooperation
and support we can expect from them."
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